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Brian Hofert bwhofert@mac.com Per guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School (CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are 
investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and represent the voice of our residents, and especially our 
children.Specifically, I am asking you to keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. 
The families and parents in Skybrook have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and 
students. The re-zoning proposes to move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county 
is complete - our population of children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases 
of development, have no current relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a 
negative impact on our children. Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically 
and academically by those proposals. The current proposals would move my children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of my individual children and not just the numbers; that is why we moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. Respectfully,Brian Hofert, 
father of 2 children currently zoned for CMES 

Sherrie Kelley sherrie9296@gmail.com We live in the Heatherstone community and our two boys attended Harrisburg Elementary. At the time our oldest then attended CC Griffin for 6th grade - we weren&#39;t happy with the outcome and moved him to 
Concord First Assembly Christian school. We moved our youngest back into public school in 8th grade to Hickory Ridge M.S. He just graduated from HRHS and we have nothing but praise for the programs, teachers and 
faculty at not only HRHS, but the HRMS and Harrisburg Elementary schools as well. Our boys may be finished with primary education - but as a resident in this neighborhood - we feel that it is imperative for kids living 
here to remain in this trio of &quot;neighborhood&quot; schools.  Harrisburg Elementary is only 1.5 miles from our entrance. The fact that this then feeds into Hickory Ridge M.S. is a much better option based on student 
demographics and proximity. Not to mention that the effect on the desirability of our neighborhood will have a huge negative affect on home sales - if the current realignment occurs.  As residents of Heatherstone - we are 
sincerely requesting that the school board reconsider the forecasted reassignment of students from Harrisburg Elementary to Patriots Point Elementary.  PLEASE KEEP OUR STUDENTS AT HARRISBURG ELEMENTARY. 

Melissa Golder melissakgolder@gmail.c
om 

Thank you Members of the Realignment Committee for your service. It is unfortunate that you have been directed to prematurely assume the permanent closure of a 65 year strong neighborhood school (Beverly Hills 
Elementary), and the doubling in size of a nearby downtown school (R. Brown McAllister). This direction is misguided, and some deem it manipulative. To redirect the process in a responsible and productive manner, you 
must demand that CCS and Cropper/McKibben facilitate options for realignment that include the more than 400 seats available at BHES and nearly 400 at RBMES. This is reality, and these seat allocations are consistent 
with the findings in the Cropper GIS/McKibben Demographics Study. If you examine the study report with an open mind, you will see the data supports the need for an elementary school where BHES currently stands. 
The study expressly shows that the current BHES zone will grow or maintain population while other zones will losing. The BHES zone is the ONLY elementary zone showing population growth to 2025 (Appendix B); it is 
one of only 5 elementary schools showing K-5 enrollment GAIN in 10 years (Appendix D); it has the HIGHEST percentage of 68+ single-person households (Appendix A, Table 4). Dr. McKibben told the Board of Education 
himself that 'turnover' like this means more school aged children can be expected in this area in coming years. Examine the data, push back on illogical or irresponsible direction. Thank you for doing your best to do what is 
right, and being rightfully proud of your service to our children, educators, taxpayers, and community. 

Robert Hoke packguy782@yahoo.com Please provide an option to keep PB 69, 70 and 71 zoned for Cox Mill Elementary School and move PB 68, 83, 10, and 76 to Odell Elementary school.  It is only fair that committee and school board members have at least 
one option to vote on to keep the Skybrook neighborhood in the CMES zone.  Skybrook in Cabarrus country is fully developed and there will be no more growth in these planning blocks. As Cropper's data argues, the 
media age of Skybrook residents should increase over the next handful of years as our families age out of elementary school. This would help alleviate any short-term capacity issues.  The other neighborhoods are not yet 
fully developed, they have no history at CMES, and therefore the impact of zoning them to Odell would be minimal. 

Joni Liebel jliebel12@gmail.com Thank you for volunteering your times and services.  Unfortunately, even with all of your hard work, any recommendation from the realignment study is invalid as the data you have been provided is erroneous.  I would 
ask that you to reconsider BHES in the realignment plan as there has been no legal determination that Beverly Hills Elementary School will be closing beginning 2019-20 school year.  It seems that perhaps CCS 
administration is counting on you to help provide them with documentation that BHES is not needed by specifically directing the you and the demographics firm to act as though BHES is already closed. They&#39;re also 
directing you to act as though R Brown has 800 seats although the Board of County Commissioners has tabled that discussion.  Again thank you for your time and hard work, but I must share my objection to any 
recommendations that are made with inaccurate and misleading facts. 
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Allison Reece abr3213@gmail.com My neighbors and I are asking that you reconsider the boundary for Hickory Ridge ES.  We (4 families with school age children) are located along Lower Rocky River Road. We would like our zone to be included in the 
boundary for the new ES.  In our zone there are 8 homes total, with only the 4 along Lower Rocky River Road with school age children.  Between the 4 families we own 50 acres, so there is no chance of additional homes 
being constructed in the next 30 years.  Our homes are located 2.3 miles from the new school, meanwhile if they are sent to Bethel ES they will be at least 7 miles from home.  There will be 6 elementary children affected by 
the boundary proposals. These children will be separated from their current neighborhood based on the side of the street we live on.I currently have 2 children at Hickory Ridge MS.  If the boundary is changed then my 
rising 8th grader may be forced to attend CC Griffin (my other child will not be affected by the changes). He has done exceptionally well his first year at Hickory Ridge MS. He is an active member of the school band, Run 
Club, and has recently been accepted into the AMPS program. I worry what would happen to him academically and socially if he is forced to change MS for 8th grade (the lack of transportation is an issue for 2 working 
parents).  Please consider MS Option 2.  Thank you. Allison Reece 12125 Lower Rocky River Road Harrisburg 
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James Fulton jim@161architecture.com Greetings to members of the committee.  I am sure some of you, if not all, have followed the Board of Education and the County Commission's actions over the past couple of months.  Two of the criteria you were given to 
work from, the closure of Beverly Hills and the construction of a new 800 seat elementary school at McAllister, have been under discussion by both the board and commission, and shortly after your committee was formed 
the Board announced it would put the closure of Beverly Hills to a vote, a move which has met with considerable passionate and fact-based opposition from the community.Considerable information has been presented to 
the Superintendent and the Board that calls into question cost data used to support their decision to close rather than renovate or replace the school.  Residents who feel the costs presented by the board are inaccurate, and 
who feel the entire process that lead to this vote is flawed, have requested the board conduct a current, thorough, independent facility survey by a qualified professional experienced in school renovation, to determine the 
condition of Beverly Hills, Coltrane-Webb, and McAllister and to provide an estimated renovation cost for each building before they vote on anything.  This should have been done before the 10 year plan was formulated 
and closure recommended. Members of the community who are concerned about the Board's actions have also asked that the re-alignment committee be directed to consider an option that uses Royal Oaks as a swing 
school to accommodate students from RBM, CW, and Beverly Hills as their home schools are renovated.   This was a strategy embraced when the Board discussed the construction of Royal Oaks in 2015.  See YouTube for 
Cabarrus County Board of Education meeting 04.13.15, pt. 2 where this idea was presented, discussed, and supported by the very people who are now advocating closure of the school.The requirement you were given that 
students be moved only once was, as I see it, designed to pre-empt this option and, once again, to control the process and pre-determine the outcome.  To believe it is more healthy for a child to be removed from a school 
where they are part of a true community, stuffed into a huge new building, and then left there because they meet the criteria of some data point, than it is for them to be moved again and returned to a school that is their 
home is ridiculous, but you are being asked to accept this as gospel.  This criteria should be questioned and modified to allow consideration of a re-alignment option that leaves Beverly Hills, Coltrane-Webb, McAllister and 
their districts alone, sends students to Royal Oaks while their home schools are renovated, and returns them there.   The school Board has scheduled a vote on the Beverly Hills closure for June 28th.On another front, the 
County Commission tabled their vote on an initial funding request by the Board to begin preliminary work on the new 800 seat school on the McAllister site.  There is not one person I have spoken to who is directly 
affected by the Beverly Hills closure or the construction of this new school who supports either one.As far as the new school at McAllister is concerned, the existing school is a 36,000 sf building sitting comfortably on a 
partially wooded site that drops steeply downhill from the existing structure.  The site is now partially terraced to provide playgrounds and athletic fields.  You can refer to the site plan included with the version of the 10 
year plan Cropper provided.  The site plan doesn't say so, but according to Tim Lowder, CCS director of Construction, the new school is intended to be 2 stories and 100,000 sf.  If this project goes forward, the site will be 
clear-cut, and severely graded not only to accommodate the proposed building but also to provide parking, drives, ball fields, etc. Adjacent residential properties will be purchased to widen and re-align streets to 
accommodate a massive increase in car and bus traffic.  The proposed building and site development bears no resemblance to the neighborhood school it replaces, and will completely transform, in the worst way possible, 
the relationship that now exists between the community and the school.  So why is the superintendent and the board trying to do this?We already have 410 seats at Beverly Hills and 310 at McAllister, and simple math 
shows that if Beverly Hills is closed and a new 800 seat school is built on the McAllister site (which the community doesn't want and the county can't afford) the net gain is 80 seats, but the problem, I think, is that those 
existing seats aren't in the right place to fill the district's needs, so they have fictionalized cost data to engineer the closing of Beverly Hills and McAllister and to justify the construction of this new monstrosity to get seats 
where they can use them without regard for what is best for the children, the communities affected‚Ä¶or even for what makes financial sense.   When Tim Lowder  appeared before the Commission to request 1.5MM to 
begin preliminary work for the new school, he claimed he was adding 450 seats at McAllister in order to free up capacity at Weddington Hills1) If new seats are needed at Weddington Hills, or anywhere else, then build a 
new school where they are needed rather than destroying two perfectly good schools and inflicting collateral damage on their communities trying to get those seats indirectly.  2) The students he wants to send to the new 
McAllister building were sent to Weddington Hills because their own neighborhood school was closed 20 yrs ago by a previous board of education, and now this current board wants to make the same mistake with 
Beverly Hills and get the McAllister community pay for it by playing host to an 800 seat school it doesn't want, is in-appropriate for the site, will destroy the character of the school and the community that drew residents 
here in the first place, and that the county can't afford to build.   The new building at McAllister and the Beverly Hills closure both seem designed simply to hide the fact that the Board of Education hasn't planned properly 
for growth and, because of that, hasn't banked land for schools where they are needed.  Beverly Hills is being consolidated to fill Royal Oaks because that school was intentionally over-built..or appears to be now.  If 
Beverly Hills is closed and its students sent to Royal Oaks, where will Beverly Hills students go in 20 years when those seats are needed back at Royal Oaks‚Ä¶a-la the students he now wants to send back to McAllister?  If 
those seats won't ever be needed at Royal Oaks, then why did they build the school so big in the first place?  If the answer is they built the school so big because they planned to use those seats to enable the closure of 
Beverly Hills all along, then why didn't they talk to the community about that BEFORE the spent the money to build it, truly pursue a renovation alternative for Beverly Hills and build new seats where they were actually 
needed to accommodate growth in the county?  The only logic I can find in all this is that the board can't get the shell game to work with Beverly Hills open, either because they can't use the 400 Beverly Hills seats  to 
relieve overcrowding elsewhere without displacing Beverly Hills students to do it (imagine the Board trying to sell the idea that they will keep Beverly Hills open, but re-district Beverly Hills students to Royal Oaks and 
bring Weddington Hills students‚Ä¶or students from another district‚Ä¶. in to fill Beverly Hills so the district can relieve overcrowding somewhere else?) or they can't fill the empty seats at Royal Oaks without pulling 
students from Beverly Hills, so they've come up with this idea to close Beverly Hills, and build a  30MM school on the McAllister site (because the county already owns and controls the land), all to fill seats at Royal Oaks 
and relieve overcrowding at Weddington Hills‚Ä¶which in neither case has anything to with a need in the R Brown or Beverly Hills communities, but yet they are the ones directly and negatively affected by this.  If you 
consider an option that leaves our neighborhood schools and their districts intact, and since shell games are Cropper's stock in trade, you may be able to give the board and the county guidance as to where they really need 
to start acquiring land and building schools to relieve overcrowding and meet new demand for classroom space in growth areas of the county while leaving ours alone.  It is unfortunate the board didn't have the foresight 
to form the re-alignment committee before they set all these plans in motion.  I'm sure Cropper will claim that the boundaries defining the populations served by McAllister, Beverly Hills and Coltrane-Webb are artificial 
and impermanent, and that the resources of a school district must be looked at holistically and shared in a way that is most fair to ALL the students in the district, but this flies in the face of how we have built (and should 
build) community around our schools, and eliminates the district's ability to offer choice to parents about the educational and community environments available to their children, and we are simply advocating for the 
preservation of that choice.   The Beverly Hills, Coltrane-Webb and McAllister communities are stable and our schools, while in dis-repair, are well suited to our needs and, with less opposition and a little more help from 
the Commission and the Board, could be even better. Many of us chose to live in the Beverly Hills, Coltrane-Webb, and McAllister districts because of the qualities of our schools, including their diversity, their accessibility, 
their size, their character, the passion they instill in parents, teachers and administrators, and their generational appeal.  Other parents can make other choices‚Ä¶they can choose to live in newer communities, in growth 
areas of the county, where there are new 800 seat schools  with stairatoriums, cafetoriums, and whatever other amenities they feel are important for their children's education, and we all support that choice.  We passed 
bond referendums to fund the construction of Mt. Pleasant and Royal Oaks, and we will continue to support school construction in growth areas of the county.  Now it seems we are not only expected to support that 
suburban, consolidated growth model for schools elsewhere, but also expected to give up our own schools, deprive future generations of the choice we had, and cause irreparable collateral damage to our community in the 
process, and that is fundamentally unfair. I have been told Cropper doesn't want want to hear from members of the community that have an agenda.  What does that mean?  Are we supposed to drink the same Kool-Aid 
they did and let some egghead demographer reduce our children data points, made equivalent to 30,000 others in the county, and tell me all seats and all schools are equally appropriate provided students aren't moved 
more than once, don't have to ride the bus more than a certain amount of time, don't cross a road or river‚Ä¶that's the reductive 'objective' thinking the county paid $150,000 dollars for?  We don't all need to shop at Wal-
Mart or send our kids to 800 seat consolidated elementary schools.  Help us preserve the choices we enjoy for future generations and insist that the committee be allowed to consider a re-alignment option that keeps our 
neighborhood schools open and our districts intact regardless of what happens on the 28th. 

KATHY 
SCHEUERMA
N 

KATHY.SCHEUERMAN
@GMAIL.COM 

It does not make any sense to send the students that live in Canterfield and  a small part of Pharr Mill Road (4 Houses) to CC Griffin.  This appears to be a spot redistricting as everyone around is districted to Hickory Ridge 
Middle School.  My Neighbor next door and across the street on Pharr Mill is districted to Hickory Ridge Middle school.  We also live in the city limits of Harrisburg.  Does not make any sense at all. 

Mary Pilon mary.m.kirkwood@gmai
l.com 

Many of these options (esp. HS Option 1) shift the residents of Rocky River Crossing to Harrisburg Elementary but then push them over to JM Robinson. I don&#39;t think it&#39;s a good idea to separate this group of 
children from the classmates they&#39;ve been with for ES and MS. I think it would ideal to keep the current boundary for JM Robinson and Harrisburg HS to ensure some continuity. 
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Tim Prentice timjprentice@yahoo.com I have reviewed the options provided and only have a few pieces of feedback.  First - is there any way to see school populations based on each scenario?  It would help to form a better opinion with that information.  
Second - I think the goal of the board should be to balance the population of each school while limiting the number of kids who go in and out of high school zones.  For example, under certain scenarios, there are 
neighborhoods that would be in one HS zone for ES, go to a MS that primarily feeds a different HS, and then back to the HS where they went to ES.  To me this is not a good experience for kids when they transition from ES 
to MS while not knowing many other kids and then again from MS to HS when they haven&#39;t been in school with other kids during their MS years.  Obviously some of this is unavoidable, but it should be kept to a bare 
minimum where possible. 

Angela Decarlo angeladecarlo28@yahoo.
com 

My address is 7418 Dover Mill Dr SW.  With Draft 3 or Draft 4 my daughter would go to Hickory Ridge High School.  We are much closer to Hickory Ridge High School than Cental Cabarrus High School.  We agree with 
Draft 3 or Draft 4. 

Heidi Kiser heidikiser@gmail.com I live at 11801 Gatewood Rd Harrisburg and currently have a child at Patriots STEM.  The new Hickory Ridge Elementary school will be literally 3 turns and less then 2.5 miles from my home but 3 of the 4 options for 
Elementary school realigment have us going to Bethel which is over 10 miles and the safest way to get there is crossing through Mecklenburg County.  I should not have to cross through another county to get my children 
to elementary school.  Hickory Ridge Elementary school is the smartes and safest option for our children.  On Lower Rocky River Rd, from Morrison rd to the Mecklenburg County line should be everything Hickory Ridge, 
HRES, HRMS and HRHS!! 

Jermaine Byrd byrd-
jermaine@hotmail.com 

I am in favor of Draft 3 or Draft 4. 

Alex Rhoades defendthestar31@aol.co
m 

Hello,We just moved to Harrisburg last year and one of the main reasons we chose Canterfield Estates was to have our future children go to Patriots Elementary and Hickory Ridge Middle and High School. It looks like all 
4 of the zoning options include Patriots Elementary and Hickory Ridge High School, but only MS Option 1 includes my neighborhood for Hickory Ridge Middle School. MS Option 2 and MS Option 4 has us weirdly 
sticking out of what looks like the Concord/Harrisburg border. Please consider choosing MS Option 1 or including the neighborhood of Canterfield Estates into the Hickory Middle zone for MS Option 2 and MS Option 
4.To make it easier to find the neighborhood on the map, my address is 6743 Thistle Down Dr, HarrisburgThanks, 

Joel Johns joeljohns@hotmail.com I live in The Mills at Rocky River and fully support drafts 3 or 4 that send our children to Hickory Ridge HS. 

Bryan S Reece Bryansreece@gmail.com I want you to consider option three for the new school rezoning. There are 4 family's that live on the left side of Lower Rocky River Rd, these four houses will have a total of 8 children effected by the rezoning. With all of 
the other options, our children will be bussed to Midland and not the new Harrisburg  Elementary school, that is being built 2.1 miles from our house. I don't think that these 8 children will lead to any over crowding of this 
new school. Please take this into consideration when you vote on the School rezoning for 2019. 

Cathy Hein cathyhein@hotmail.com Our family lives in Canterfield and specifically bought a house in that subdivision so our children could go to Patriots Elementary and Hickory Ridge Middle and High Schools. How disappointing to find out that all of the 
proposed redistricting options have our children going to CC Griffin Middle, which is no where near the quality of school that Hickory Ridge is. We are upset beyond words that this change is taking place. If the plan goes 
through as is for Canterfield and the children have to attend CC Griffin we be moving. Please reconsider this portion of the plan. 

Erica Willard elwillard02@gmail.com I would be in favor for either Draft 3 or Draft 4 of these plans. 

Cesar Correa cesar.r.correa@gmail.co
m 

Thank you for all the hard work and investment you and Cabarrus County are making towards our schools. My wife and I live at 2255 Stone Pile Drive Concord NC 28025 and we&#39;re in favor of Draft 3 or 4. Thanks. 

Roderick 
Walker 

walker.rod@yahoo.com Please choose draft 3 or draft 4 or the proposed school district re-zoning. 

Gisela Sullivan Yogawithgisela@hotmail
.com 

Would love to be zoned for hickory ridge 

Phyllis Rivera orpr15@earthlink.net I am a little confused and concerned as to why the children in Rocky River Crossing, and anyone on the South side of Route 49, who will be separated from their community for their High School years. They are being 
zoned for Harrisburg Elementary and Hickory Ridge Middle to then being zoned to Jay M Robinson High School after spending 9 years within the same community of friends. Does this really make sense to separate them 
at this time? You make valuable friendships during your school age years which can last a lifetime. I know that they did for me. In my opinion, this proposal needs a little more work in order to keep our young Harrisburg 
community together. 

Jenny Osborne Jrann4@gmail.com I live in the mills and I want my children to be rezoned for hickory ridge high school. I was going to move but if they can go to hrhs we wouldn&#39;t move. Thank you. 

FIORELLA 
VALLADARES 

fiov0326@gmail.com In favor of draft 3 or draft 4 

Laura Foor lfoor@charlotteusa.com Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback.  As a resident of Rocky River Crossing for over 10 years I am very unhappy with the realignment options.  We moved to RRC specifically so our children would attend 
Pitts and Hickory Ridge Middle and High.  Our neighborhood children, like all other kids, deserve the right to attend the best schools where they will learn, grow and thrive.  Pitts, Hickory Ridge Middle and High are our 
neighborhood&#39;s home schools.  These are the schools where our children are at &quot;home.&quot;  We&#39;ve established strong relationships with the administration, staff and teachers.  I strongly urge those 
considering the realignment plans to leave Rocky River Crossing in the Pitts and Hickory Ridge districts.  I know I speak on behalf of many of my neighbors that the proposed realignment is not in our kids best interest.  I 
urge you to go back to the drawing board and leave Rocky River Crossing in the Pitts and Hickory Ridge Middle and High districts.  Our children deserve to go to their home schools, remain with their friends and most 
importantly receive the best education possible. 

Bethany Perry Brose213@gmail.com I live in The Mills at Rocky River subdivision at 7315 Mill Ruins Ave.  I vote in favor of draft 3 or 4 that zones us to Hickory Ridge High School. 

Ashley 
Brookshire 

Ashleybbrookshire@gma
il.com 

To whom it may concern:My family and I are Concerned about the current redistricting of the school's in Cabarrus County. My son (7) currently goes to Patriots Elementary and with the options available to us we would 
hope to either continue going there or at the closest elementary school compared to our house. The new Hockory Ridge Elementary school is only 1.2 miles from our house and yet only one of the available options has us 
going to HR Elementary. I am concerned that 3 of the 4 options have us going to Bethel Wlementary that is 12-14 minutes away and ACROSS a major highway (24/27). Our current house address is 12517 Lower Rocky 
River Rd. We do not live in a neighborhood and so our side of the road is the only side affected and it would only include about 8-10 kids. Please consider our plea as we move forward to go to a Cabarrus County school 
since our address is a harrisburg address. 

Claudia Kullick 
Ulloa 

nubia71@yahoo.com I am in favor of draft 3 or draft 4 that would change my high school to hickory ridge high school. 

scott Killoran killa8u@yahoo.com I ask that you strongly consider high school option 3 or option 4 as outlined in the 26 June meeting. There is so much growth forecast for the southern part of the county, it would provide the best spacing, sensible 
attendance &amp; opportunities for the youth of the area. I urge your strongest acceptance. Thank you 
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Melissa Hall mdawnhall@gmail.com I&#39;m writing to say that I hope that the zoning for Pitts School Rd Elementary will NOT be Option #3.  There are so many houses SO close to the school within that zoning that Option #3 makes no sense.We bought a 
house specifically within the current zoning for Pitts School Rd Elementary, and now that my son&#39;s father and I separated, I bought a new home that is also within the same zone - I&#39;m moving this weekend.If my 
voice matters, I MUCH prefer Option #1, #2 or #4 because it will safely keep both of our homes within the zone of the school that we seriously love.Thank you so much!! 

Nicole Bost nsbost@windstream.net We live in The Mills at Rocky River. We are in favor of draft 3 or draft 4. Thank you! 

James Greene fireman11607@yahoo.co
m 

Hello, I live in Harrisburg with three kids. A rising senior, freshman, and 8th grader. All of there friends currently are at Harrisburg area schools (HRHS,HRMS). Just a few years ago Harrisburg was split basically using 
HWY 49 as the line. It really caused separation amongst many school aged friends and hurt our sense of community in Harrisburg. Please consider keeping our community together. Not to mention HRHS and HRMS are at 
least a mile closer to our house. Thanks 

Jessa Redner Jessa.redner@cabarrus.k
12.nc.us 

Why would Heatherstone community be moved to patriots elementary?  We are on the same road as Harrisburg Elementary School.  I am not pleased 

Jennifer Haston Jennhaston22@gmail.co
m 

Our family lives in Rocky River Crossing neighborhood.  Our children currently are zoned for Pitts School Road Elementary School, Hickory Ridge Middle School and Hickory Ridge High School.  We want these schools 
for our children.  We do not want to be reassigned to any other schools and we feel these schools are the best fit for our children and family.  Thank you for your time and the opportunity to voice our opinion. 

Penny Kline pinywize@gmail.com I currently live at 7323 Elbens Ln in the Mills at Rocky River subdivision.  I am in favor of the High School draft option 3 and draft option 4, that would change our high school to Hickory Ridge instead of Central.  We are 
more centrally located to Hickory Ridge High and it just makes sense for our area which is located just shy of the Harrisburg city limits. 

Jessica Walker Jjwalker0211@gmail.com Rezoning draft 3 &amp; 4 

Janiya Byrd janiyabyrd@yahoo.com I am in support of option 3 or option 4 for the zoning of cabarrus county schools. 

Angela Byrd angeladecarlo28@yahoo.
com 

We live in The Mills at Rocky River, Hickory Ridge High School is closer to us than Central Cabarrus High School.  I am in favor of Draft Option 3 or Draft Option 4 that would change the residents of The Mills at Rocky 
River Neighborhood to Hickory Ridge High School. 

Siobhan 
Eichenblat 

Siosmail@yahoo.com Option 3 or 4. Hickory Ridge High School for The Mills of Rocky River neighborhood Thank you 

Jason Balmer jasonbalmer@hotmail.co
m 

I moved to Harrisburg (Rocky River Crossing) with the intent of my children going to the Harrisburg middle and high schools (Hickory Ridge).  If my kids go to Jay M. Robinson then most fundraisers will be held in 
Concord and activities will not be in the community I live and pay taxes in.  This is a massive disappointment if this realignment pushed my kids out of the schools that I&#39;ve worked to put them in a location to attend.  
Please consider keeping the alignment including RRC as it currently stands with kids attending Pitts School Elem. and Hickory Ridge Middle and High.  Thank you. 

Marianna 
Furrer 

bellaboodaisy@yahoo.co
m 

Hello, I live at 7346 Mill Ruins Ave in The Mills at Rocky River neighborhood. I am in favor of draft 3 or 4 as it puts us in the Hickory Ridge school which is closer to our neighborhood and is our school of choice for our 
children. 

Vici J Coble gcluckyshot23@yahoo.co
m 

We absolutely do not want option#4 of the redistricting plan.  We bought our house specifically for hickory ridge middle and high school.  We don&#39;t wish to be shipped away to jay m Robinson!  All other options keep 
us near the middle of the district.  Option#4 cuts way down into our area. 

Marin Killoran mkillor@hotmail.com I would prefer my son would be zoned for Hickory Ridge.I appears Hickory Ridge has more program opportunities then Central CabarrusI am for plan 3 or 4 

Jill Heinrich Jpjwheinrich@gmail.com In favor of draft 3 or 4. 

Nicole Demick Nicoledemick2009@gmai
l.com 

We currently live in Canterfield.  The option that is most appealing to me is option one.  Since the kids would start in Hickory Rodge Middle and the stay with HRHS, the other options has them going to CC Griffin and 
then going back to HRHS.  I know many bought in the area in hopes to stay with the Hickory Ridge districts. 

Patricia 
Dukette 

pduke1335@gmail.com I am mostly interested in the schools surrounding the Harrisburg area and how the alignments affect that area.  After reviewing all 4 options it appears that the 4th option would be the best for all schools.  Most of all the 
new growth is taking place on the Rocky River Road corridor and Option 4 seems to make the most sense.  Thank you for allowing feedback.  Good luck in figuring all this out. 

Tiffany 
Mitchell-
Chaney 

tiffany.mitchell@ucps.k1
2.nc.us 

I currently live in The Mills Subdivision, we purchased our home one year ago. After looking at this from a broader lens, I want to see the high school option for my community to be Hickory Ridge High School.  I think 
this would really galvanize the larger community around a central school located in the heart of Harrisburg and make the businesses flourish. 

Daniel baker Bakesinnc29@gmail.com Please keep Harrisburg town center addresses at hickory ridge middle and hickory ridge high school 

Diamond 
Staton-
Williams 

diamond.staton@gmail.c
om 

I appreciate the time and service of each committee member. As a parent who lives in Harrisburg, I would like to give my opinion on the possible realignment of schools in this area. As the population of our town 
continues to grow, I think it is important for every student to have the best education possible. While I may not agree with all you are doing, my hope is that you are all looking out for the welfare of the poorly underpinned 
students who live throughout Cabarrus County. Every student deserves a good, solid education no matter where they live. Please consider these students and give them a chance to change their life circumstances by 
providing them with a good well rounded education where diversity is welcomed and supported. I could pitch a fit about the possibility of my child not going to our home school of Hickory Ridge but I won't. My child is 
fortunate enough to have a good family who values education. I worry about other children who do not have as much as we have. Please consider these children as you make decisions. Please do not make us like 
Hintersville or Matthews who only care about their town and not all the children of Mecklenburg County. It's not righteous or Christ like to not consider others who have less as we go about our day to day lives. I pray for 
your understanding and thoughtful consideration as the lives of these children are in your hands. Thank you! 

CHRISTOPHE
R L ROBBINS 

c.robb.08@gmail.com Draft 3 or draft 4 

Melissa Belk lisabelk5472@gmail.com Draft 3 or 4 please. 

Jennifer Smith Jenniferpsmith@hotmail.
com 

Middle school option #1High school option #1 or 2 
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Jacqueline 
Saliba 

fjsaliba@gmail.com I would not like the neighborhood Canterfield to get moved to C.C. Griffin. We are zoned to go to Hickory Ridge Middle currently. Hickory Ridge Middle is a very good school, and has high test scores. Not only that, 
it&#39;s closer for us to drive to hickory ridge middle. My daughter goes to Hickory Ridge High, as well as all the other high schoolers in our neighborhood. This could make it very difficult on families if one child goes to 
C.C Griffin and the other goes to Hickory Ridge High. HRHS is right next to the middle school, which is great for the students &amp; parents. Please reconsider your decision; we want Canterfield to stay with Hickory 
Ridge Middle School. 

Joseph Smith Josephwsmith889@gmail
.com 

Middle school option #1, high school option #1 or 2 

Katy Riggs Katyriggs2004@gmail.co
m 

Middle school #1, high school #1 or #2 

Emmy Riggs Emmyriggs2007@gmail.c
om 

Middle school #1High school #1 or 2 

Jennifer Riggs Jenniferoriggs@hotmail.c
om 

MS #1HS #1 or #2 

Nancy Faggart nancyfaggart@gmail.co
m 

I am disappointed with the handling of Cabarrus County Schools in the student realignment for the new Royal Oaks Elementary School. The data is skewed and the school staff failed to follow proper state guidelines for 
closing Beverly Hills Elementary School. The public has been misinformed and estimated costs to repair or rebuild it have been inflated. Although the redistricting lines appear very neat on paper, they fail to take many 
factors into consideration such as the negative impact on the children, the neighborhood and the city of Concord. It is a harmful injustice and penalizes the very people that helped pave the way for growth in our 
county.The board of education should delay the proposal to close the school until further study. 

Angela Key akey@ctc.net Just trying to find the proposed school districts page. 

Jennifer Cotton jennifermariecotton@gm
ail.com 

We bought our house 2 years ago in the Rocky River Crossing neighborhood because our home schools would be Hickory Ridge Middle &amp; High. If we wanted to attend a school in Concord, NC we would have 
purchased a home in Concord, NC. I think it is unfair to change our home school to JM Robinson when our school is across the street from us. We already have children attending the middle school and to change their high 
school will affect them mentally and emotionally. 

Shameeka 
Lewis 

lewisshameeka@yahoo.c
om 

I live in Rocky River crossing and I have a big concern with zone changes . My daughter currently attends HRHS and we are not interested in her going to JM. Especially since she will be entering her Junior year this 
September. 

Jim Price juprice37@gmail.com Middle school #1, high school #1 or #2 

Willene Price willeneprice@gmail.com Middle school #1High school #1 or #2 

Christine 
Plaisted 

Christineplaisted@gmail.
com 

Let me start by saying you will never make everyone happy. Reviewing the 4 drafts available as of 6/28/18; I would lean towards E4, M3 or M4 and HS3 or HS 2. My recommend is based on assignments in the Harrisburg 
area only. These options minimize the shifting of students This is a scam per snopes.com; if you click on it then it will use your profile to post in all groups you belong in. enrolled at the HES, HRMS, HrHS, Patriots. The 
new elementary dictates student leaving HES but by trying to maintain the middle school and high school to current enrollment areas continues the feel of community. On paper Robinson high seems close by however that 
is not really the case. Unless located right off Roberta Road getting to Robinson requires a trek through heavy and ugly traffic especially for those who are north of Roberta and Moorehead. As a side note the schools for my 
home are unchanged in all options so I am not basing my opinion on having my home slated for a specific school. Thank you for taking in this daunting task. 

Heather 
Arrowood 

heatherarrowood4@aol.c
om 

To the Realignment Committee: I reside in Harrisburg in the Valhalla Community  (PB 134). Option 1 and Option 2 make the most sense for my neighborhood. We are in the Town of Harrisburg.  We moved here 
specifically for the schools.  We never understood why we were back-tracking to Pitts ES in Concord.  The realignment to Harrisburg ES makes sense.  Hickory Ridge MS in Harrisburg makes sense.  Hickory Ridge HS in 
Harrisburg makes sense.  I see no sense in my sons going to HiRMS and then not going to the high school in the same parking lot.  Why make them drive much further and back-track to JM Robinson in Concord? The 
shortest drive from our neighborhood to JMRHS is to be forced to turn left onto the very busy and dangerous Roberta Rd, from Parallel Dr (otherwise they would have to go way out of their way and take Hwy 29 to Pitts 
School Rd).  It just doesn&#39;t make sense.  Our bus has to drive that way as well to PSRES and it&#39;s so dangerous and difficult for them to turn left onto Roberta Rd in the morning rush hour.  I request keeping our 
neighborhood all together IN Harrisburg - ES, MS and HiRHS. (option 3 and 4 are not logical for us).  Thank you for your consideration. 

Josh Freeling pil0t@hotmail.com For Canterfield neighborhood, option #1 is wanted for the middle school, keeping the children in Hickory Ridge Middle. I do NOT want my children going to CC Griffin!! Thank you. 

Jeanette 
Freeling 

jenlafont@yahoo.com As a resident in Centerfield Estates I believe that Option 1 is the best option for our neighborhood. 
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Emily West Emily.west8@yahoo.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 

Tim Bolton skibum775@gmail.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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Gina Hofert gghofert@gmail.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 

Ann Gonzalez abgonzal@uncc.edu RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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John Gonzalez jackeltico@yahoo.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 

Bo Gonzalez bogonzalez@hotmail.co
m 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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Ana Gonzalez ana.alicia.gonzal@gmail.
com 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 

Carolina 
Wickman 

ninago@hotmail.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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Chris West Chrisest1980@yahoo.co
m 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. Father of two children 
zoned for Cox Mill 

Diane Stoddard diane@comehomecarolin
a.com 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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Brian Stoddard Bjs306@gmail.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 

Daniel 
Gonzalez 

tulicita10001@hotmail.co
m 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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Dave Harris dharris@cmpd.org RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too.Father of a child zoned for 
Cox Mill 

Naomi Schmidt naomi.hofert@allentate.c
om 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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Nels Hofert nchofert@cccountertops.
com 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 

Tera Leach teraleach@aol.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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Jessica Warner jessicalgonzalez4@gmail.
com 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 

Taryn 
Campbell 

thofert@mac.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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Scott Hofert shofert@mac.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 

Millie Burgess mildredburgess@icloud.
com 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 
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Dan Burgess dan@danburgessmusic.c
om 

RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. 

Lien Bailey lien.bailey@yahoo.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. Mother of 2 children zoned 
for Cox Mill 
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Matt Bailey mjbailey_01@yahoo.com RE: KEEPING SKYBROOK ZONED FOR CMESPer guidance from the school board, I was asked to contact you regarding the proposed realignment of the Skybrook neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School 
(CMES). I appreciate the time and effort you are investing in this large task. Because no one from our neighborhood was selected to serve on the committee, I urge you to please consider our feedback via email and 
represent the voice of our residents, and especially our children. THANK YOU for your consideration; we already noticed from the 6/26/18 meeting you were open to hearing our concerns.Specifically, I am asking you to 
keep Planning Block (PB) 69, 70, 71 with CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell for three reasons:First, the Skybrook community has been a part of CMES since its inception. The families and parents in Skybrook 
have worked for years to support the staff and infrastructure of the school. We have purposefully invested in Cox Mill in order to create a supportive environment for school staff and students. The re-zoning proposes to 
move our neighborhood out and replace us with brand new neighborhoods that have no prior investment and relationship with CMES. The Skybrook development in Cabarrus county is complete - our population of 
children attending CMES will not grow over time and ONLY represents a total of about 100 students. The neighborhoods that are being proposed to take our place are in the starting phases of development, have no current 
relationship with CMES, and ultimately will produce far more children for CMES than Skybrook, quickly resulting in overpopulation at CMES, again.Second, the realignment will have a negative impact on our children. 
Although the Cropper proposals seem to be solely looking at numbers and geographical boundaries, I ask that you also consider the stories and children being impacted psychologically and academically by those 
proposals. The current proposals would move our many of our neighborhood children between 4 different schools in 6 years, losing critical relationships formed with teachers, staff, and peers. This is an excessive and 
unnecessary amount of transition that, according to the DHHS/CDC research noted below, poses risk factors for negative outcomes and disrupts the formation of school connectedness, a protective factor that is key to the 
academic and overall health of children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. School Connectedness: Strategies for Increasing Protective Factors Among Youth. Atlanta, GA: U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services; 2009.) I can send several other research articles if your team is interested in the academic and social impact of school connectedness. I know and believe that Cabarrus County Schools, and those on the committee 
care about the success of individual children and not just the numbers; that is why many of us moved to be a part of this community. Please listen to our concerns. Our proposal suggests you rezone new developing 
neighborhoods that have not yet attended CMES, allowing  them to form school connectedness to Odell instead of disrupting our children's already formed connection to CMES. Third, the Skybrook community is already 
completed.  There is no room for growth in our planning blocks.  The Cropper analysis should consider the ramifications of future growth. For example, PB 10 has a new neighborhood under construction with close to 500 
single family homes. There are approximately 300 Cabarrus County homes in Skybrook with 100 children at CMES. If that same 1:3 ratio is applied to the new community going in PB 10, then you would reasonably expect 
more than 150 students. If you look at the Cropper PB map, then you will notice PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 are poised for significant new construction. ‚Ä¢ Here is our ask -please allow the committee to keep PB 69, 70, 71 with 
CMES and rezone PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 to Odell. It is my understanding that your role is to solicit local knowledge and include it in your decision-making process; we ask that you deliver on that responsibility.  Skybrook 
unlike PB 10, 68, 76, and 83 does not pose any long-term capacity risk to CMES. I appreciate all your efforts and time on this project. I thank you in advance for being willing to hear our voice too. Father of 2 children zoned 
for CMES 

Rachel 
Sheridan 

rsheridan10@gmail.com Options 2-4 do not have the children&#39;s best interest in mind.  If the children attend CC Griffin for middle school then attend Hickory Ridge High School it will be very disruptive at a crucial point in their development.  
Option 1 appears to be the best option and will be less disruptive socially, developmentally and scholastically. Our family moved here from New Jersey, specifically so that our 3 children could attend a specific group of 
schools...Patriots, Hickory Ridge Middle and Hickory Ridge High. I am completely NOT in favor of realignment to CC Griffin as proposed in Options 2, 3 and 4. 

Sarah 
Cunningham 

scunninghamsrq@gmail.
com 

I would love to see our neighborhood, The Mills at Rocky River, rezoned for Hickory Ridge High School. It is much closer, and as it is there are children from Midland being sent there over our children who, again, are 
much closer. We are impressed with the administration, and the teachers at Hickory Ridge High. Please consider offering an open forum or a vote on the rezoning plans that those of us in the community can attend. Thank 
you for your consideration. Sarah 

Jennifer Haston Jennhaston22@gmail.co
m 

Good afternoon.  After further review of the interactive map of where we live (Rocky River Crossing) and all 4 options that are on the table.  I have issue with my children being redistricted to Jay M. Robinson high school 
after attending Hickory Ridge Middle school.  The natural transition is to continue high school at Hickory Ridge High school right across the street from the middle school.  Both Hickory Ridge schools are connected in 
community and students, starting in Middle School. This is my issue with the options.  Thank you for the opportunity for my voice to be heard. 

Coren Burton blaze72847@yahoo.com The reason why I moved to Harrisburg, was for the schools. I would like my kids to attend Hickory Ridge Middle and High School. 

Crystal Jones Crystal3737a@gmail.com I am in very strong favor of options2,3 or 4.  The other option splits houses off of Lower Rocky River and houses off of Sternbridge into 2 attendance zones for middle school.  This appears to be an arbitrary line used to split 
these zones. I am also a teacher in the system and use people that live at Lower Rocky River and Pioneer Mill to carpool.  Splitting this community into 2 attendance zones not only divides children whose families have 
lived here their entire life, but creates a transportation hardship for many of us in this area. 

Rebecca 
Keselburg 

r_keselburg@yahoo.com We recently moved to Canterfield and one of the main reasons was the school.  The new boundary lines change my kids school and I dont agree with them. My daughter is currently a 7th grader and the change would 
devastate her 

James M 
Johnston 

james.johnston5@live.co
m 

I live in the Canterfeild neighborhood and do not want my kids rezoned to attend CC Griffen. We moved to this neighborhood so our kids could attend Hickory Ridge. 

Amy Hussey amyb882002@yahoo.com I have looked at all the realignments and I really like the Middle School #3. It will keep all the kids in the local area together all the way thru their school years. 

Susan Geist susan.geist@gmail.com MS Option #1, please keep Canterfield in Hickory Ridge MS zone 

Amanda 
Christian 

MandolinNH@gmail.co
m 

I live in a small community, Porters Landing.  We would be better served going to the new elementary school being built on Hickory Ridge Road. We got the short straw when Patriots was built as you carved out our 
neighborhood to stay at Bethel. Worst decision ever!  I bought my house because of Bethal Elementary, experience was sub par and from all reports continues to go downhill.  This not only severely affected my child but 
also the sale-ability of my home. 

Shane Boshears shaneboshears@yahoo.c
om 

I fought for custody of my children and moved to Harrisburg specifically to go to Hickory Ridge. We moved to Providence Manor and now im being told he will be reassigned? That is unacceptable. Please, I ask you to not 
make me uproot my children again...Concerned parent  Shane Boshears 980-616-9884 

Jonathan Kiser j_kiser@ctc.net Please consider option 3 for elementary and middle school. We live at the dead end of hickory ridge rd @ lower rocky river. The new Hickory Ridge Elementary school will be 2 miles from our house and about 4 minutes 
travel time. Bethel Elementary is over 7 miles and about 20 minutes travel time. Changing schools from hickory ridge to bethel will also put our kids in 2 separate school sections. We will have to take one kid to Hickory 
Ridge middle while taking one to Bethel Elementary. Please consider this when deciding. this option would have an impact on about 5 houses. this could possible create social issues due to going to school in one school 
area for elementary and then changing to a deferent high/middle school could have an impact on ones social ability when getting to the high school age. Thank you for your time and please feel free to reach out for further 
questions 704-491-9867 

Amber Piland Nursamber@hotmail.co
m 

We live in canterfield...our vote is to stay at hickory ridge middle school. And hickory ridge high 

Karla Cornell Karla.cornell@gmail.com Please select MS option 2. We live in Cedarvale farms in Midland and have 3 school age children. We purchased our home because it was in the hickory ridge school zones for middle and high. Those are the top rated 
schools in the area. The redistricting for our neighborhood will be longer bus ride and a further distance from home. Please allow our neighborhood to stay in the Hickory Ridge MS and Hs Zone. Thank you. 
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Michael Guile mikeguile@gmail.com Please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Please consider an alternative that send Planning Blocks 76, 10, 83 and 68 to Odell, as these blocks better feed into the school from Poplar Tent Rd and align them 
with their surrounding neighborhoods. Also, these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction that is not reflected on the planning maps numbers and Odell is better suited 
to handle this growt. Skybrook is a maturing neighborhood and the decline in elementary school population will alleviate any potential short term over capacity. 

Jennifer 
Warner 

jmwarner@uncc.edu I ask that you please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary School. Our population of students is small (less than 100 students) and our neighborhood is mature with our elementary aged population predicted to 
decline in future years. Please note that, while several neighborhoods use the Skybrook name (such as Skybrook North and Sykbrook Parkside) they are not geographically connected to us in any way. When we refer to 
Skybrook, it includes only planning blocks 69, 70, and 71. Because of the extensive growth that will occur in surrounding neighborhoods, I ask that you consider a new option that sends Planning Blocks 76, 10, 83 and 68 to 
Odell. This option feeds neighborhoods into the school from Poplar Tent Rd and aligns them with their surrounding neighborhoods. 

Carol & John 
Corwin 

cbcorwin@carolina.rr.co
m 

First, I&#39;d like to thank you for taking the time to listen to our suggestions.Our family has enjoyed living in Harrisburg for 8 yrs and we feel so blessed to have played such a leadership role in our current schools as our 
children have grown up in them. I have been an active PTO VP Board Member at Hickory Ridge Middle School since the day it opened, as well as an advocate Booster for Hickory Ridge High School. Both of these schools 
are near and dear to our hearts and I will fight to have our small neighborhood remain in their zone.We are currently zoned for Harrisburg ES, HiRMS &amp; HRHS and wish to remain so.If you choose to rezone us for the 
new ES, I understand but our wish is to remain with HiRMS &amp; HRHS.If you choose MS Option 1, please consider moving 4 roads (Wondering, Wonderwood, Pompano &amp; Addison) to HiRMS as we are currently 
attending. We are only speaking about 75 total lots of which over half (40) are on 2+ acre lots and some of which are even vacant. Could you please consider moving the line (to the right) to Lower Rocky River instead of 
cutting us off from our neighbors and the schools I had a large part in getting to this point? This would allow us to remain as we currently are and have been since the beginning. Please! :)Thank you again for listening. I 
look forward to seeing if my input has influenced your determining lines.All my best, Carol Corwin 

Robert Hoke packguy782@yahoo.com Clarification for the committee.  The skybrook, skybrook north, and parkside at skybrook north neighborhoods are independent of one another in all aspects other than they share skybrook in the name.  They do not share 
HOAs and do not geographically connect to one another.  Please treat these neighborhoods as separate in regards to re-alignment.  Skybrook Main would like to remain in the Cox Mill Elementary district and comments 
regarding this refer to skybrook main, not the aforementioned other areas with skybrook also in the name. 

Caroline Harke Caroline.harke1@gmail.c
om 

Please keep Skybrook at Cox Mill. The children have emotional ties to the teachers, staff, and classmates that will take time to duplicate. Please consider realigning the new developments to Odell. Thank you. 

CLARISSA 
THOMASON 

clarissathomason@gmail.
com 

As a mom of four children who have attended Cox Mill Elementary I am asking that you please support Option 3 for Skybrook to remain at Cox Mill. This option provides the greatest relief from overcrowding at all 
surrounding schools, now and in the future. The immediate relief provided to Cox Mill would be 100+ students. Your decisions impact real people with strong emotional and financial ties to the the Cox Mill community.  
Thank you for your consideration. 

Alma Jackson Almajax15@gmail.com I respectfully ask that you give FULL consideration to allowing Skybrook to remain within the Cox Mill ES boundaries. The children and parents of Skybrook were some of the pillars that allowed the school to stand now 
as on of the top performing schools in the area. Please do not desert those who help build the very foundation of success. 

Jason Malagisi jason.malagisi@gmail.co
m 

Please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Please consider an alternative that send Planning Blocks 76, 10, 83 and 68 to Odell, as these blocks better feed into the school from Poplar Tent Rd and align them 
with their surrounding neighborhoods. Also, these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction and Odell is better suited to handle this growth 

Hayden Conley haydenconley@yahoo.co
m 

Hello. Thanks for allowing residents of Cabarrus county to provide feedback towards the re-zoning proposal. As residents of Skybrook, my family is asking you to give consideration to keeping the Skybrook neighborhood 
at Cox Mill Elementary. Instead, please consider an alternative that send Planning Blocks 76, 10, 83 and 68 to Odell, as these blocks better feed into the school from Poplar Tent Rd and align them with their surrounding 
neighborhoods. Also, these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction and Odell is better suited to handle this growth. The neighborhood of Skybrook is not affiliated with 
any of the other neighborhoods that share our name, such as Parkside and North. We do not have the same HOA, do not have the same amenities and do not have any shared access points. Do not assume that we wish to 
join them at Odell. Thank you. 

Carrie Johnston christycarrie@hotmail.co
m 

I don&#39;t believe the Canterfield subdivision should be rezoned to attend CC Griffin MS.  They middle school should remain Hickory Ridge due to the fact the students will attend Hickory Ridge HS.  I ask you 
reconsider.  Thank you. 

Patrice dyckes patrice.dyckes@yahoo.co
m 

Please keep Skybrook zoned to attend Cox Mill Elementary.  Our neighborhood is separate from both Skybrook North and Skybrook Parkside.  Please consider leaving Skybrook at Cox Mill and shifting planning blocks 
10,68,76 and 83 to Odell.  That area is where the short term growth is happening and by shifting those areas to Odell, it provides a longer term capacity solution for Cox Mill and provides stability for current Cox Mill 
students. 

James Conrad jmconrad@uncc.edu Based on your own study, Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the forecasted attendance numbers will decline in the years to come. This will create capacity within Cox Mill Elementary in a very short period of time.It 
is also interesting to note that my voting location is Cox Mill Elementary School, NOT Odell Elementary.  If the State of NC/Cabarrus County has determined that Cox Mill Elementary is the best location for my civic 
involvement, why are you telling me that Skybrook children should attend school somewhere else? 

Steffany Ryan steffanyryan1015@gmail.
com 

As a 15 year resident of Skybrook, I would hate to see our neighborhood be sent to another elementary school.  Are neighborhood, the Cabarrus side, is built out and therefore our numbers should remain same.  We have a 
long standing relationship with Cox Mill - please keep us there 

Shannon 
Thorpe 

Thorpe_se@hotmail.com Please allow Skybrook to remain at Cox Mill Elementary. I believe results from your own independent study show that Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the forecasted attendance numbers will decline in coming 
years.  This will create capacity in a short time. 

Carolena 
Barringer 

carolenabarringer@gmail
.com 

Please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Please consider an alternative that send Planning Blocks 76, 10, 83 and 68 to Odell, as these blocks better feed into the school from Poplar Tent Rd and align them 
with their surrounding neighborhoods. Also, these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction and Odell is better suited to handle this growth 

Melissa 
LaMarche 

melissa_lamarche@hotm
ail.com 

Please keep Skybrook in the Cox Mill Elementary district.  We are the parents who volunteered all of our time and energy into making the school what it is today.  Thank you! 

Sam carpenter sam_carpenter@bellsout
h.net 

Keep skybrook at Cox Mill Elementary.  Moving it to Odell will add traffic to an already congested harris Blvd. 

ellen chandler chandlerellen@gmail.co
m 

Please keep our schools the way they are.  We like the schools and feel that they add value to our neighborhood 

Jennifer 
Tarkington 

jltarkington@gmail.com Moving the relatively small number of Skybrook students out of Cox Mill Elementary does little to address the capacity issues that will come with the addition of all the new construction within the school&#39;s 
boundaries.  By the time this realignment is implemented, these new homes will put the school well over capacity.  Leave Skybrook at Cox Mill and instead place these newer neighborhoods into Odell, which has the 
capacity available for them.  This option would provide more stability for the school and its surrounding neighborhoods and would eliminate the need to shift more and more of the existing Cox Mill neighborhoods to 
Odell as these new neighborhoods are built out.  Student realignment is a necessity and all students benefit from attending schools that are at or below capacity but the current options don&#39;t seem to address the high 
growth that is happening around the school.  Shifting these high growth areas, as opposed to a mature neighborhood like Skybrook, will be more effective at managing the capacity issues at Cox Mill. 

Chris West Chriswest1980@yahoo.co
m 

Please support Skybrook staying at Cox Mill Elementary School ('CMES'). Your decisions impact real people with strong emotional and financial ties to the the Cox Mill community. Skybrook residents are passionate and 
dedicated to Cox Mill and feel strongly about remaining a part of the community. Further, as the Skybrook neighborhood continues to mature (ie, kids get older) it will naturally free up capacity at CMES. 
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Garrett 
Garland 

garrettgarland@att.net Based on your own study, Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the forecasted attendance numbers will decline in the years to come. This will create capacity within Cox Mill Elementary in a very short period of 
time.The immediate relief provided to Cox Mill would be 100+ students. 

Lori Solvason Utberg5213@yahoo.com Please choose option 3 as Skybrook offers the best solution to overcrowding schools. 

Amy carpenter amycarpenter85@yahoo.
com 

Please keep skybrook in Cox Mill Elementary.  Shift planning blocks 10, 68, 76 and 83 to Odell as they contain high growth areas and provide more relief to cox mill in the long term and more stability for existing cox mill 
neighborhoods.  It would also prevent further traffic congestion on Harris Blvd. 

Kevin Senter Kevin@senterandcompa
ny.com 

Skybrook is a long existing community that will see a decline in elementary enrollment as your study indicates. I ask that the team keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Planning Blocks 76, 10, 83 and 68 to Odell 
is a realistic assignment as these blocks better feed into the school from Poplar Tent Rd and align them with their surrounding neighborhoods. Also, these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of 
residential construction and Odell is better suited to handle this growth. 

Brandi Morris branmar0731@gmail.co
m 

I think it would be a great idea to allow the students who live in The Mills at Rocky River to go to Hickory Ridge High School. The school is a lot closer and would prevent overcrowding, which would in turn, enable the 
students to have a better opportunity educationally. Plot maps 3 and 4 would enable that to happen.Thanks! 

Angel Smith ronandangel@bellsouth.
net 

I am asking that you please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Please consider an alternative that send Planning Blocks 76, 10, 83 and 68 to Odell. These blocks better feed into the school from Poplar Tent Rd 
and align them with their surrounding neighborhoods. Also, these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction and Odell is better suited to handle this growth.  Skybrook has 
long been affiliated with and a STRONG supporter of Cox Mill, the teachers, and activities.  We also volunteer and donate strongly to the school.  Please leave our children where they belong.  Thank you 

Kirstin 
Bernstein 

Pixabu@aol.com I live in Canterfield Estates. I do not want my child to go to CC Griffin Middle School. I am okay with Patriots Elementary, but my preference for middle school and high school is Hickory Ridge! The majority of this 
neighborhood has been here since 20 of the High School  and some of the middle school-age children attended Harrisburg Elementary prior to moving on to Hickory Ridge Middle and Hickory Ridge High. We are part of 
the Maverick and Bull family! Do not make this switch! 

Thomas Ferrell Dentheels@yahoo.com Please keep Skybrook with Cox Mill Elementary. 

Nicholas perry nperry1286@gmail.com Hello, I wanted to say I fully support zones 3&amp;4. My family lives at the mills at Rocky River neighborhood, we have always wondered why we we&#39;re zoned for central cabarrus when hickory ridge was much 
closer. Hopefully this goes through so we know our children will be on a closer, and thus safer distance from home. 

Jason Mackall Mackallbob@yahoo.com Please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary and support option 3.  This option provides the greatest relief from overcrowding to all surrounding schools, now and in the future.  Based on your own study, 
Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the forecasted attendance numbers will decline in the years to come.  This will create capacity within Cox Mill Elementary in a very short time.  Please consider sending Planning 
Blocks 76, 10 , 83 and 68 to Odell as these blocks better feed into the school from Poplar Tent Rd and align them with their surrounding neighborhoods. These neighborhoods ae also experiencing tremendous residential 
growth and Odell is better suited to handle this. 

Jaime 
Critchelow 

little3fan@aol.com I am disappointed to see that all but 1 of the proposed solutions shows the Northchase subdivision being moved out of the Cox Mill ES zone.  This is a very small subdivision with only about 35 homes.  There are only a 
handful of children elementary school age in the subdivision.  Moving us doesn&#39;t really help lower enrollment in the way you are looking for and instead disrupts the children who have been going to this school all 
along.  This is one of the oldest subdivisions in the area and as such I would think should be grandfathered into staying at Cox Mill. 

Jessica Carlson Jesscarlson21@gmail.co
m 

In favor of Draft 3 or Draft4 

Katie Boy Boy.km@comcast.net Please do not pull Winding Walk from Cox Mill elementary, our kids love this school aand so do we. Geographical it does not make any sense to remove Winding Walk and leave Skybrook. Looking at option 3 map, I think 
you would agreed. Please don&#39;t let people bully you into changing your perspective. This is something we teach our children, so don&#39;t forget it as adults. 

Bob Marcel boltonebob@hotmail.co
m 

Please do not consider removing Winding Walk from Cox Mill Elementary School. Nobody at Winding Walk wants this change to occur and it makes no sense what so ever. We have been at Winding Walk from the 
beginning and our children are very established at Cox Mill ES. They love their teachers, their classes and their friends. Removing Winding Walk from Cox Mill will cause immeasurable damage to their education and 
stability. Our neighbors here at Winding Walk work at Cox Mill ES in many capacities. We have extremely close tied relationship with the school. In our opinion, Options 1 and 2 seem to be far better suited than either 
option 3 or 4 due to the geographic outlay. Winding Walk and Christenbury are much closer to Cox Mill than Skybrook, and taking Skybrook out of the Cox Mill ES zone seems to make the most sense from the map. 
Skybrook is much closer to Odell than we are. Please do not let the odd few people at Skybrook who are causing issues deflect this onto other communities that are geographically closer to Cox Mill Elementary School. 
It&#39;s just not right! 

Brad Hall bradhall1972@hotmail.co
m 

Please&#160;do&#160;not&#160;remove&#160;Winding Walk&#160;neighborhood&#160;from&#160;the&#160;Cox&#160;Mill&#160;Elementary&#160;School&#160;district. 

Josh Miller Josh.l.miller@ge.com Why would you consider moving Winding Walk out of Cox Mill Elementary School? Please disgard option 3 as a viable route for redistricting. Winding Walk is right next to Cox Mill Schools. My children were moved here 
to attend this school and we do not want to have to move again. This is our home, so please don&#39;t tear it apart. 

Paul Higgins higgins.paul@hotmail.co
m 

Please do not sever the children of Winding Walk from their local school of Cox Mill Elementary. Such a change would cause much disruption to our community. Some communities are fractured between schools, where as 
in Winding Walk, all our children attend Cox Mill Elementary which helps drive unity and community in our neighborhood. Please don&#39;t break this up. 

John Colvin Jcolvin74@gmail.com Winding walk should do remian in cox mill elementary. Option 3 just doesn't make sense especially for busing 

Eugene Cheng ekcheng98@yahoo.com I am highly AGAINST Option 3 for the elementary school realignment, where Winding Walk is removed from the Cox Mill ES district.  It doesn&#39;t make sense to remove a subdivision that is closer to the actual school.  
Buses will be literally driving through Winding Walk just to get to the subdivisions further out to go to Cox Mill ES. 

Brandy 
Hensley 

Brandy_hensley32@yaho
o.com 

Please do not remove Winding Walk from Cox Mill zoning. Geographically it really makes no sense.  Really hoping you will do the right thing and remove Skybrook as proposed previously.Thank you. 

Elena Schacht 
& Ethan Wright 

Elena.Schacht@gmail.co
m 

Hi, this comment is to express my disapproval of removing Winding Walk from the Cox Mill school district. As new homeowners in the neighborhood, the school was a big selling point. Thank you. 

Christine 
Cheng 

cpjkid@gmail.com Based on number of students impacted, options 1 and 2 make the most sense; option 3 makes the least sense. Not only would more students be impacted with option 3, but buses would need to drive through Winding 
Walk to get to neighborhoods farther away from Cox Mill ES. 

Michelle Urso Shellc924@yahoo.com I feel that winding walk should remain in cox mill elementary.  Geographically, it makes more sense for option 1 or option 2. 
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Trupti 
Duberkar 

Diskountcoup@gmail.co
m 

I am against plot 3 of removing winding walk. It makes no sense to keep skybrook and remove winding walk. 

Riley Lakes r.lakes@yahoo.com In objection to the proposed re-zoning option 3; I live at Winding Walk with my children and the proposition to rezone by cutting out Winding Walk and curving the zone around to keep Skybrook in seems ridiculous. 
Please do not consider Option 3 a viable route. Many of us at Winding Walk are looking at forming a group to tackle this head on should it proceed in this direction. Harris Road is the obvious marker for the boundary and 
even those at Skybrook admit it makes perfect sense. 

Bhupesh patki Bhupeshpatki@yahoo.co
m 

My personal request to continue alignment winding walk to come mill elementary. There are many factors we should consider such as proximity  and connivence. 

Michael 
Rosentel 

michael.rosentel@gmail.
com 

After reviewing the Student Realignment study, I am very displeased with Option 3.  It does not make any sense to move Winding Walk community into the WR Odell Elementary School over Skybrook.  From a 
geographical stance it does not make any sense.  As well as the fact that the other northern sections of Skybrook are in WR Odell Elementary in all options.  Option 1 makes the most sense from this perspective.  Again, I 
strongly advise against putting the Winding Walk Community in the W.R. Odell Elementary school zone. Thank you for taking this into consideration. Michael Rosentel 

Kelly Bekker kelly.bekker@gmail.com After reviewing the options for rezoning of Cox Mill Elementary I strongly urge you to consider options 1, 2 and 4 as the most viable for the reason that the proposed areas to be removed from Cox Mill Elementary show 
the most construction and growth.  It is logical to chose one of these options so that the schools can best accommodate the eminent growth of the building in those areas.  Option 3 fails to make little logic geographically and 
in terms of diverting the majority of the future growth. 

Amukta 
Chelikani 

amukta.ch@gmail.com Winding Walk is a small community and if you see geographically is located on the back of cox mill elementary i oppose the change to remove winding walk from cox mill elem. Whereas Skybrook is large community and 
is part Mecklenburg , To keep Skybrook and remove winding walk makes no sense as the buses have to pass winding walk . 

Kerri Foret Kkacnf@gmail.com Looking at the draft elementary school maps, the only option that makes sense for our area is Option 1. The other options have students driving by one elementary school to go to another one. 

Pratapsinh 
Patil 

pramangal@hotmail.com We do not agree/approve with ES Option 3 of the study. 

Lisa Strom Kipstrom74@gmail.com I&#39;m a resident of Winding Walk for 11 years. Both my girls went to Cox Mill and the corresponding middle and Highschool. Our subdivision backs up to highland creek and is on the same side as Cox Mill Elementary. 
Skybrook is already divided between Huntersville and Cabarrus since it is on the opposite side of Harris Rd. Since the apartments are now ajoined to Skybrook it only makes sense that they get annexed into WR Odell 
School. My concern is the lack of middle schools and high Schools in our area. Our middle school and high school is the most populated in the district. And the county continues to let builders build without any schools 
being built. This in itself is the major problem. 3 developments are being built on Cox Mill Rd. as this rezoning takes place. I&#39;m against option 3, consider building second floors on the elementary schools and building 
an additional middle school in our area or stop the building. 

Rosanna 
Christian 

zannict@yahoo.com I live in Winding Walk and kindly request that we stay zoned for Cox Mill Elementary School. 

Suresh 
Chalasani 

chalasani9@gmail.com We&#160;implore&#160;you&#160;to&#160;keep&#160;the&#160;WINDING WALK neighborhood&#160;within&#160;the&#160;boundaries&#160;of&#160;Cox&#160;Mill&#160;Elementary&#160;school.&#160;WE 
have this school since the start of this community 
many&#160;of&#160;the&#160;families&#160;that&#160;have&#160;children&#160;in&#160;CMES&#160;moved&#160;here&#160;for&#160;the&#160;express&#160;purpose&#160;of&#160;attending&#160;that&#160;s
chool.&#160;Thank&#160;you&#160;for&#160;you&#160;consideration 

Vincent Arroyo varroyo@carolina.rr.com I would like to voice my opposition to Option 3 of the CCS Student Realignment Study and ask that&#160;you&#160;keep&#160;the&#160;Winding Walk 
community&#160;within&#160;the&#160;boundaries&#160;of&#160;Cox&#160;Mill&#160;Elementary&#160;School. This neighborhood is almost entirely (if not entirely) within Cabarrus County lines and therefore 
shouldn&#39;t be affected by any rezoning considerations. As the parent of a rising Kindergarten student that will attend CMES this fall and a middle school student currently attending Harris Road Middle School I realize 
that there&#39;s a growing concern regarding overcrowding in our schools and I understand that some difficult choices have to be made to address the problem. The final decision shouldn&#39;t impact those families and 
communities that are within Cabarrus County lines who have supported CMES over the years and who have helped to not only establish but also maintain the school&#39;s overall high rating and excellence. 
Thank&#160;you&#160;for&#160;your&#160;consideration. 

Anuja 
Rathikrinda 

r.anuja@gmail.com We strongly oppose to the options that remove winding walk subdivision from Cox Mill ES boundaries. My kids are going to Cox Mill and strong dislike the thought of not being able to go to Cox Mill. 

Deanna Winne deannawinne@gmail.co
m 

I have to say I&#39;m very disappointed that our neighborhood is scheduled to change schools in all 4 options.  We are in Timber Forest off Moorehead Road.  I do hope that since this unfortunately seems inevitable that 
there will be some type of new student orientation for my child and all the others that will be sent to a new school that will include a tour and choosing of their new classes as they will be at Hickory Ridge at the time that 
classes are chosen but that fall will be at Robinson.I hope this does not put them at an unfair disadvantage when it comes to choosing and getting into classes.  These poor kids did not asked to be moved and we as their 
parents did not move to put them in the situation.  This will be forced upon them. I&#39;m hoping all efforts to make this as easy and fair as possible will be made. And as the parent of a child that is not the most outgoing 
I&#39;m nervous for her to have to go to a new school after 2 years at her current one.  Also, I feel terrible for children that after the realignment go to Hickory Ridge for middle school then go to Robinson for high school.  
The schools are so close it seems like a shame. 

Cathleen Hicks cathleen.hicks@gmail.co
m 

Option 3 and 4 make no sense. No one wants to get redistricted from the best school in the county, but  Skybrook makes the most sense, which the committee already knows since it was also included in a majority of 
options when redistricting happened a few years ago. Skybrook is already a large neighborhood that is split up into different schools in different counties. The addition of the Skybrook townhomes just adds to their already 
choppy layout. Winding Walk is connected to Highland Creek and is a popular route for many buses. I would hope that the committee would not be strong armed again by the residents of Skybrook when the first two 
options make the most sense. 

Kellie Miller kellie.miller@gmail.com I am writing to oppose the rezoning proposal for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically option 3 which moves Winding Walk neighborhood to Odell Elementary. We live in Winding Walk and have invested our time and effort 
into Cox Mill Elementary building up that school into an A+ school. We have worked hard to develop great working relationships with teachers and other staff, and have invested our money into the school as well. 
Winding Walk families have supported Cox Mill for several years, and should not be cut out of Cox Mill Elementary boundaries. 

Jennifer Archer jhennypher@yahoo.com I am extremely concerned that there is an option that would remove Winding Walk from Cox Mill and rezone to Odell. Winding Walk is closer to Cox Mill Elementary than some of the other neighborhoods being 
considered and it doesn&#39;t make any sense to rezone the neighborhood. Many of the residents at Winding Walk chose this neighborhood over Sky Brook  because it is zoned for Cox Mill Elementary as well as being 
closer. I do not support rezoning Winding Walk. 

Christine Christ Christinecchrist@gmail.c
om 

Regarding options 3 and 4: Taking Winding Walk out of the Cox Mill ES school district is outrageous and makes no logical sense. The buses would have to go through Winding Walk to get to Skybrooke. This issue will not 
be taken lightly and WW community has come together to voice our concerns. 

Kim Majhi Kimberly.majhi@gmail.c
om 

I live in Winding Walk and don't think it's best for us to moved from CMES. Parts of Highland Creek &amp; Skybrook attend CMES where the rest of the community there doesn't. It is important to keep ALL Winding 
walk kids together and I think it's a better option to keep all Skybrook and Highland Creek kids together as well (at another school) 
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Katye Rosentel karosentel12@gmail.com As a resident of Winding Walk, I am completely against &quot;DRAFT Elementary Option 3&quot; which will remove Winding Walk from the Cox Mill Elementary School district. We specifically bought in Winding Walk, 
as did most all residents, to have our kids in Cox Mill Elementary School district. My oldest attended there and now is heading into CMHS this Fall. My 5 year old will be attending kindergarten in the Fall of this year at 
CMES. She has a speech delay and has already completed a year of therapy at Cox Mill Elementary. She will continue her speech therapy while in kindergarten in Cox Mill Elementary. I think it would cause a big issue 
with her development to start over. Secondly, it makes geographically no sense to cut Winding Walk out compared to Skybrook. They should have known with over half their neighborhood in another county, and given 
their proximity to Odell Elementary, that it was a possibility to be rezoned. Whereas, Winding Walk has a much closer proximity to Cox Mill Elementary, and it makes more sense for bus transportation as well. Thirdly, just 
on my street alone we have 3 Cox Mill Elementary School teachers who have children in attendance there as well. One is the librarian who purchased just last year to be in our neighborhood to have her kids at Cox Mill ES! 
Not to mention the substitute teachers and volunteers we have. I know that our 500+ homes neighborhood is full of people heavily involved in Cox Mill Elementary, parents who have been here since the beginning of the 
school. We will not go without a fight! In conclusion, I would like to plead with the Cabarrus County School Board to please not remove Winding Walk from the Cox Mill Elementary School district as proposed in Option 
#3. 

Lisa Edwards Lrothedwards@gmail.co
m 

Please do not remove winding walk from Cox Mill Elementary!! 

Rakhi Thomas rakhisebastian@hotmail.
com 

Please don't consider taking winding walk away from Coxmill territory 

Siva Kastala siva.kastala@gmail.com We live in winding walk and strongly disappeove the the decision of removing winding walk from cox mill ES zone. 

Aruna Nemani aruna.nemani@gmail.co
m 

We residents of 620 Vega St  disapprove and strongly oppose the reallignment option 3 (removing winding walk community). 

Amit Parkar Amitparkar@yahoo.com Option 3 is unacceptable. The reason many people bought houses in Winding Walk because of the schools. It will be counterproductive to remove winding walk. 

Richard Artale rartale@gmail.com After reviewing the options for rezoning of Cox Mill Elementary I strongly urge you to consider options 1, 2 and 4 as the most viable for the reason that the proposed areas to be removed from Cox Mill Elementary show 
the most construction and growth.  It is logical to choose one of these options so that the schools can best accommodate the eminent growth of the building in those areas.  Option 3 fails to make little logic geographically 
and in terms of diverting the majority of the future growth.  I truly urge to not consider option 3 as most of our kids have built friendships with kids in Cox Mill Elementary as well as the teachers and staff.  Option 3 looks 
like you took a stone and jammed it right in the middle of Cox Mill Elementary Zoning tearing apart those established relationships.  Elementary school is the heart of a child's development state and changing it now only 
harms the children.  Thank you again for considering options 1,2 &amp;4 and removing option 3 from the rezoning options. 

Amanda Artale aartale918@gmail.com After reviewing the options for rezoning of Cox Mill Elementary I strongly urge you to consider options 1, 2 and 4 as the most viable for the reason that the proposed areas to be removed from Cox Mill Elementary show 
the most construction and growth.  It is logical to choose one of these options so that the schools can best accommodate the eminent growth of the building in those areas.  Option 3 fails to make little logic geographically 
and in terms of diverting the majority of the future growth.  I truly urge to not consider option 3 as most of our kids have built friendships with kids in Cox Mill Elementary as well as the teachers and staff.  Option 3 looks 
like you took a stone and jammed it right in the middle of Cox Mill Elementary Zoning tearing apart those established relationships.  Elementary school is the heart of a child's development state and changing it now only 
harms the children.  Thank you again for considering options 1,2 &amp;4 and removing option 3 from the rezoning options. We purposely moved to this area because of CMES and not be part of Mecklenburg county and 
how they constantly rezone and I am starting to fell like we are in Mecklenburg.  Please Please Please do not consider option 3 at any point of this process for our elementary schools. 

Mercedes Gatt fiorillomer@gmail.com Option 3 makes zero sense to the communities. Buses will be driving through winding walk for Cabarrus County to get to the other communities. Winding Walk has a closer proximity to Cox Mill schools and homes were 
selected there for that reason. Options like this will make me reconsider remaining in Cabarrus County and Cabarrus County schools. 

Shubhra Tyagi tyagishubhra@yahoo.co
m 

Good Morning,We moved in Winding walk neighborhood 10years ago. It is an established neighborhood with no new homes being built.  Winding walk should  continue to stay with cox mill. No new homes are being 
built and has therefore a fairly fixed number of students being added to elementary school each year.Geographically , Proposed Option 3 makes no sense and is impractical . All winding walk neighbors agree to this. 

Prasanthi 
Suryadevara 

Prasanthiraghu@gmail.c
om 

We want cox mill as our school. 

Mangala patil Mangala76_patil@yahoo.
com 

We want Cox Mill elementary as our elementary school 

Allison 
Fuhrman 

allisonfuhrman1@gmail.
com 

I urge you not to go with option 3.  There is no growth in this area, removing it does not fix the long term problem with the geographical growth in Cox Mill overall.  Please pick an option that will solve for the long term.  
We don&#39;t want to put our families through rezoning more than needed and that&#39;s what will happen if we don&#39;t pick a solution that is scale-able. 

Daniel 
Christian 

dchristian1981@gmail.co
m 

Hello,I reside in the Winding Walk Community and I DISAPPROVE school option #3. Geographical reasons itself prove #3 is not logically sound, school buses would literally have to drive through Winding Walk just to 
get to SkyBrook and Highland Creek. I ask the board to reconsider this proposition.Sincerely,Concerned Winding Walk Parent. 

Nikita 
Kasabwala 

Nkasabwala@yahoo.com As a Winding Walk resident, I would disapprove the move of the Elementary school. We been a resident for almost 10 years now, and we are proud of the Cox Mill school. there are new phases in SkyBrook that are built 
within last 3 years. we Been there from a long time. it is not fair to the Winding Walk residents. I would urge to change the decision and please request to have the Cox Mill Elementary school to be our school.Thank 
YOuNikita Kasabwala . 

Harjot Dhingra Mr.harjot@gmail.com Strongly disapprove of option#3.  We bought this house in winding walk because it is in the cox mill school district!  Winding walk MUST stay in the cox mill district! 

Anuja 
Rathikrinda 

r.anuja@gmail.com Strongly Disapprove Option3 

Kranthikiran 
parasu 

kparasu@gmail.com I am disapproving Option #3, please reconsider. 

Siva Kastala siva.kastala@gmail.com Disapprove option 3 

Stolle katwvu13@yahoo.com I am a resident of Winding Walk with two children attending Cox Mill Elementary and wanted to formally voice my concern over the the potential rezoning of my neighborhood into the Odel School District.  We 
purchased our home 5 years ago specifically in winding walk bc of the extremely close proximity to CME and due to the quality of that school.  I strongly disapprove of option three... geographically it makes no sense for a 
neighborhood (winding walk) which is practically right next to the school to be outed for a neighborhood that is further away.  Winding walk is on the same side of the road as Cox mill and sky brook is on the same side as 
Odell.  Thank you for your consideration... again strong disapproval of option 3.  Thank you 
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Miah Yost Miahyost@hotmail.com I live in Winding walk and purchased my house so that my children would go to Cox Mill Elementary school. I don't believe that they should be rezoned just because SkyBrook is upset about their proposal. I don't want to 
have to move my kids halfway through their elementary school years 

Laura Johnson teamjohnson@hotmail.co
m 

I am voicing strong disapproval on Option THREE which is proposing to move Winding Walk children to Odell ES.  Winding Walk should stay in Cox Mill ES district. 

Mudassar Ali 
Mohammed 

Mudassar441@gmail.co
m 

We are residents of winding walk community , I and my family disapprove of the option #3 and absolutely do not like the idea of moving kids to cox mill school as that was the reason we first bought a home there to send 
our kids to cox mill school. 

Asadullah 
Khan 

khan78@gmail.com Me and my family vehemently oppose the idea of moving Winding Walk subdivision from Cox Mill Elementary to Odell Elementary. My both daughters not only have friends but also developed relationships with school 
staff and teachers. It will be detrimental to their early development and will affect their moral to move them from the school they love. We moved to this neighborhood and paid premium price for the house because of this 
school. I strongly suggest that the board should scrap option 3 from the consideration. Thanks - Khan family 

Basavaraj Patil rajpatil2009@gmail.com we are disapproving Option #3.we want to be part of Cox Mill Elementary School District.Winding Walk10242, falling leaf dr nwConcord, NC-28027 

Eric Heilman infernoaudio@gmail.com I disapprove option 3 of removing Winding Walk from Cox Mill ES. The proposed rezoning makes no sense to remove Winding Walk from Cox Mill as buses would have to drive through WW to get to parts of Highland 
Creek and Skybrook. Winding Walk residents are highly active with the Cox Mill PTO and are a major part of helping Cox Mill ES thrive. 

Tim Wiggins wigginstim@bellsouth.n
et 

I want to thank you for the efforts that has been put into the Cabarrus County school district to reduce overcrowding concerns. I have reviewed the proposed redistricting options and I have some major concerns like many 
parents. I live in Winding Walk neighborhood off of Harris Road. Winding Walk is an established neighborhood and has supported Cox Mill since opening. We moved into Winding Walk 7 years ago because of the school 
system and taking us out of the school zone impacts our family negatively in several ways. 

Tim Wiggins wigginstim@bellsouth.n
et 

I want to thank you for the efforts that has been put into the Cabarrus County school district to reduce overcrowding concerns. I have reviewed the proposed redistricting options and I have some major concerns like many 
parents. I live in Winding Walk neighborhood off of Harris Road. Winding Walk is an established neighborhood and has supported Cox Mill since opening. We moved into Winding Walk 7 years ago because of the school 
system and taking us out of the school zone impacts our family negatively in several ways.I disapprove of option #3.Thank You,Tim Wiggins 

Hari Vuppala hari.vuppala@gmail.com I'm a winding walk resident and I strongly disapprove Option-3 

Brandy 
Hensley 

brandy_hensley32@yaho
o.com 

As a Wimdimg Walk resident I would strongly disapprove of Option 3 for the rezoning.  It makes no sense when you look at the map.  The buses would literally drive theough our neighborhood to get to Highland Creek.  
Just because there are a lot of home in skybrook voicing their opinions that doesn't make it the right choice.  Please please do not go with option 3.  I would be happy to provide any additional feedback needed.  Thank you 
for reading my feedback and taking into consideration when makimg this important decision! 

Shesharee 
Dronawalli 

sheshu6380@yahoo.com I am completely opposing of removing Winding walk from Cox Mill Elementary as mentioned in Option 3. Map looks ridiculous to exclude Winding walk in the rezoning option 3 to accommodate skybrook. Even we 
bought the house in Winding walk, shelling out big money considering kids education in Cox Mill. 

Mohan Allada raghuallada@yahoo.com I&#39;m&#160;opposed&#160;to&#160;exclude winding walk from Cox Mill Elementary zone to accommodate other communities.&#160;This&#160;will&#160;impact&#160;my 
children&#160;and&#160;our&#160;community. 

Siva Kumar enyes@yahoo.com Good afternoon. I am expressing my displeasure that the realignment committee considering option 3 - which excludes WindingWalk neighborhood from CMES zone. We have been living in WindingWalk for 12 years and 
we have very close ties with CMES. As a community, we helped to build CMES in the past 12 years. CCS realignment committee should work with Concord city council before accommodating any new neighborhood into 
CMES zone. Our children has friends across neighborhood and all their activity revolves around their CMES school friends. Moving Winding Walk from CMES zone will impact the child development. The realignment 
committee should either award a new school for Skybrook and Winding Walk or keep the Winding Walk part of CMES zone. Please consider our request and keep WindingWalk part of CMES zone. 

Angelle Giffin Angriffin77@yahoo.com To all involved in this process, thank you for giving parents the opportunity to voice our concerns. I am writing to you today because I was just informed that one of the options for the rezoning of Cox Mill Elementary was 
to exclude Winding Walk subdivision and the kids that reside in Winding Walk would go to Odell Elementary/ Primary. I have lived in Winding Walk for  8 years and have been very pleased with the education my oldest 
daughter received from Cox Mill Elementary from kindergarten to 5th grade. I look forward to seeing my baby girl experience the same next year at our neighborhood elementary school, Cox Mill. Our community not only 
includes the children that attend Cox Mill but the teachers as well.Please vote no to Option #3 and consider rezoning the newer developments to Odell Elementary and Primary. 

Deepak Rao deepakr118@gmail.com Disapproving Option3 Please consider rezoning the Winding Walk community from Cox Mill Elementary School. All winding walk  community is very attached to cox mill elemantary school. COX Mill elementary is the 
main reason why all the neighboursand community preferred winding walk over all the other communities in the greater charlotte area. The community and neighbourhoodinvested a lot of time and money in the school 
district and is close and very emotionally attached. Please help keep our community and schools together 

Amukta 
Chelikani 

amukta.ch@gmail.com Disapproving Option #3.- Winding Walk is geographically closer to Cox Mil Elem and it makes more sense to have the buses come here rather than Skybrook. Skybrook is big community and part of it is in Mecklenburg 
anyway and is closer to Odell Elem, makes more sense in having skybrook rezone to odell especially when there is more skybrook homes coming up. 

Enid Robinson enidfr0912@yahoo.com I disapprove of Option 3. This negatively impacts my real estate investment. The Cox Mill Elementary school is a benefit whose loss would result in the decrease of my investment value. Please do not redistrict my 
subdivision - Winding Walk - outside the Cox Mill Elementary School District 

Dhananjay 
Prajapati 

dhananjay.prajapati@gm
ail.com 

I am against Option #3 for rezoning of the Cox Mill Elementary School District 

Swaminathan 
vadivelu 

Catchswamy@gmail.com Hi, I live in winding walk, one of the main reason I choose this community is, it is under cox mill school district. Please don't change that. Many kids and families will be impacted. We love that school and our community. 

Srikanth 
Jothimani 

Jothimanisrikanth@yaho
o.com 

I want my kids to be with Coxmill elementary. I disapprove option #3. 

Christy Crabbe christy.crabbe@gmail.co
m 

Please do not split up our neighborhood in the new school rezoning. Option 3 for elementary school removes part of our neighborhood to Odell. Splitting the neighborhood is a terrible option in my opinion. Please allow 
all of our neighborhood to stay in the Cox Mill Elementary and High school zoning. We moved here in 2010 from Georgia and Cox Mill Elementary was a deciding factor in picking our home. Thank you for your time. 
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Tejaswi 
Belavadi 

belvadi@yahoo.com Good morning, I am writing to express my disapproval of option 3.First I want to thank everyone for the effort that has been put into the Cabarrus County school district to reduce overcrowding concerns and reduce class 
sizes. I recognize how important it is to have smaller class sizes, especially in the elementary years. I have reviewed the proposed redistricting options and I have some significant concerns.I live in Winding Walk 
neighborhood off of Harris Road. It appears that for both of the options presented, our neighborhood is proposed to be rezoned to the Odell School ES/Primary zone. When this option was presented 3 years ago, I voiced 
my concerns then as well.Winding Walk is an established neighborhood and no new homes are being built, nor is there any room for additional homes to be built in our neighborhood. This means that our neighborhood 
will remain fairly static in terms of the number of children attending elementary school at any given time. We have been zoned to Cox Mill Elementary School since the day it opened. Over the years, we have given 
generously of our time and resources to the school. We have relationships with the teachers, staff, and administration there. This is beneficial to everyone involved. We chose this neighborhood specifically for the schools. 
Cox Mill ES is an excellent school and has been so good for my children.In my personal situation, I have a daughter currently in 3rd grade and a son currently in Kindergarten. If the new redistricting plan goes into effect or 
the 2019‚Äê2020 school year, they will be in 5th grade and 2nd grade, respectively. If our neighborhood is rezoned to the Odell ES/Primary zone, please consider these students who would face going to 3 different schools 
in 3 consecutive years. It is certainly not in my children&#39;s best interest to this much instability in their elementary school years. This rezoning will take them away from so many of their friends.I would welcome any 
response to my concerns via email. Thank you for your consideration. 

Soma Nag Soma.nag@gmail.com We are residents of Winding Walk and have a child attending Cox Mill Elementary. We are very concerned to see Option #3 which splits Winding Walk between Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Elementary, This will be 
very disruptive for my child and other children who have been attending Cox Mill for the past few years. I hope that the Cabarrus County School Board will not s option since it will cause a lot of turmoil for our kids. 
Thank you for your consideration.Regards,Soma Nag 

Bhavana sinha bhavana_119@yahoo.co
m 

Based on alignment of parcels and the alignment of the area around cox mill elementary it makes more sense to have the boundary line as Harris rd, poplar tent. Skybrook area is still growing and also has added 
apartments so you will be accountable for enrolling more kids. My suggestion would be to keep winding walk which is within Harris rd and poplar tent boundary. This subdivision is built out including the townhomes. 
You will not be seeing many more students from winding walk than what you currently have.  Please keep winding walk in the boundary. 

Bernadette 
Simpson 

bzellosimpson@yahoo.co
m 

I want to state my disapproval for Option #3 for the Winding Walk neighborhood.  I specifically purchased my home for my daughter to attend that school and know many in my community have moved here because they 
offer a fantastic education.  Please continue to include feeding Winding Walk residents into the Cox Mill Elementary School system.  Thank you! 

Pradeep 
Nootakki 

Deepn06@yahoo.com I am resident of winding walk. My daughter is going to cox mill elementary 1st grade and I strongly disapprove option#3. 

Dawn Hart dbhart36@gmail.com We live in Rocky River Crossing IN HARRISBURG.  You CANNOT shift kids from a middle school in one town to a high school in a completely different town.  Your middle school should determine your high school.  I 
can somewhat understand this at the elementary level, but not once students are teens.  That is not good for them.  PLEASE do something about this. 

Lois Pena coreynlois@msn.com As a resident and homeowner in the Winding Walk community, I am vehemently opposed to Option 3! When we built/bought our home here almost eight years ago, we took into account the location, the school district, 
the taxes, etc. I don't understand how penalizing another neighborhood well within the Cox Mill area and geographically closer than other existing neighborhoods and those currently being built, helps the situation. Some 
of these neighborhoods are already split into different school zones. Buses crisscrossing paths to get to schools farther away just does not make logical sense geographically, financially, or otherwise. 

Justin Meyer jmm0113@yahoo.com I do not wish for option 3. Winding Walk needs to stay in Cox Mill Elementary. Switching schools midway through is not beneficial to my 4th grader. 

Matt Floyd floymat@aol.com While I understand the need to provide adequate room for all children in CCS, especially with the exponential growth that the county continues to experience, I find one of your boundaries in the Option #3 map to be 
rather curious.  I am a resident of Winding Walk (since 2006) and it appears that our community has been carved out (rather surgically) to have our children removed from Cox Mill.  Many of my neighbors (including my 
family) chose our homes due to the schools that our children were designated to attend.  To so close to Cox Mill, Harris Road, and Cox Mill high, yet have just the Winding Walk children bused to another school seems odd, 
if not dubious.  As a supporter of Cox Mill Elementary since 2012, I would urge you not to make this particular change.  Veto Option #3.  Surely there are more amenable solutions than to carve out one neighborhood. 

Scott Dotson sd113@hotmail.com I am writing to voice my displeasure with Option #3, which would remove Winding Walk from Cox Mill school district.  We bought our first home in Winding Walk to allow our Son to continue school in that district.  We 
have since rented that home to a family who signed a 3 year lease specifically so their Son could attend Cox Mill and we bought a second home in Winding Walk for that same reason.  The residents of Winding Walk have 
invested significant time, money, and energy supporting Cox Mill and fostering relationships with the school.  All of our children go there.  To displace them would simply be wrong.  I urge you to move forward eith other 
options that wouldn't harm an entire neighborhood. 

Stefanie Martin smartin1004@yahoo.com I am writing to provide feedback for Option 3.  After looking at all of the options I do not feel you need to uproot any of the kids and this option seems to do the most disservice to the kids. This option seems to make more 
kids move then any of the other options.  Looking at the enrollment numbers listed in the spreadsheet, for all 4 options the numbers only change by about 30 kids.  With option 3 you are taking kids that have formed 
friendships and bonds for 5 years and moving them to a whole other school.  Neighborhoods do not need to be divided between 2 schools in the same county.  I understand if our neighborhood was between two counties, 
but you would be driving buses through the neighborhood to pick up for Cox Mill, but yet having to run other buses through to go to Odell.  We have to look at what is best for the kids.  I am a current CCS employee as 
well as a parent of a CCS child.  He is going into 2nd grade and has formed so many friendships within the neighborhood and community.  There is a bond between these kids and families that is like no other.  This 
community pours its heart, soul and money into this school.  This community (Winding Walk) has given so much to Cox Mill and it would be sad to see those kids have to leave.  You can&#39;t split up a neighborhood and 
divide it between 2 schools.  People move to this area for the school and these communities are what make this school what it is!  Please consider removing option 3 from your plan this is not what is best for these kids in 
this community.  We have to think about the kids first!!!  Some of these kids are K-2 babies and having them go from preschool to Cox Mill, then move again to Odell K-2 and then again to Odell 3-5.  That is 3 schools in 
their elementary career. 

James Karickal jkarickal@hotmail.com Please do not make any changes with zoning. We moved here because of the school. 

Jessica 
Baumgardner 

jcmva@hotmail.com As a resident of Winding Walk and a mother of current elementary school kids that attend Cox Mill ES, I vehemently oppose option #3. My suggestion is to keep current attendance zones and have any new developments 
(Skybrook apartments, Lantana and any others)to send those students ts to Odell. 

Jessica 
Baumgardner 

jcmva@hotmail.com As a resident of Winding Walk and a mother of current elementary school kids that attend Cox Mill ES, I vehemently oppose option #3. My suggestion is to keep current attendance zones and have any new developments 
(Skybrook apartments, Lantana and any others)to send those students ts to Odell. 

Steve Moreno steve.moreno.go@gmail.
com 

Option 3 for Elementary schools does not make sense for the residents of Winding walk.  The students would have to go to Odell when the obvious closer school is Cox Mill.  It is clear and very obvious that  the residents of 
Skybrook would be farther away and the buses would have to drive past Winding Walk to even get those students.  Please remove option 3 from consideration. Thank You, Steve Moreno 

Deise Milani 
Quadrado 
Gruba Silva 

deise_quadrado@hotmai
l.com 

Hello, I would like to send my appreciation for this realignment analysis. Reading the reports demonstrates how complex this effort is. Please take in consideration our disapproval of Option 3. Winding Walk 
neighborhood should stay in Cox Mill ES district. This is an established neighborhood that has been assigned to this school for a long period of time. Students and families are highly involved in the school. 

Vipin Naresh 
Ajmera 

vipinajmera@gmail.com I was living in Charlotte and after giving a lot of thought bought a home in Winding Walk Communiity due to the fact that School district was Cox Mill Elementry. We dont want to loose that just because of rezoning. 
Winding Walk commuinity residents wants to remain in Cox Mill Elementry school district. We DO NOT AGREE for the proposed Option #3 where Winding Walk community is being moved to Odell Elementary School 
District. I hope you will seriously consider home owners request for keeping Cox Mill Elementry school district for Winding Walk Community. 
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satish 
Vankineni 

laksat99@yahoo.com I am disapproving Option #3. 

Garima Sharma gnsha07@gmail.com The&#160;Winding Walk neighborhood&#160;should&#160;stay&#160;in&#160;the&#160;Cox&#160;Mill&#160;elementary&#160;school 
district.&#160;&#160;This&#160;is&#160;an&#160;established&#160;neighborhood&#160;that&#160;has&#160;been&#160;assigned&#160;to&#160;this&#160;school&#160;for&#160;a&#160;long&#160;period&#160;of&
#160;time&#160;and&#160;families&#160;that&#160;are&#160;highly&#160;involved&#160;in&#160;the&#160;school.&#160;&#160;We strongly oppose the realignment of schools where Winding Walk would be zoned 
to Odell instead of Cox Mill.  We bought our home years ago planning for our daughter education. We do not want to see her school  changed and do not feel this is best for Winding Walk community. I disapprove 
Option#3. 

Ankit Sharma ankit2314@gmail.com The Winding Walk neighborhood should stay in the Cox Mill elementary school district.  This is an established neighborhood that has been assigned to this school for a long period of time and families that are highly 
involved in the school.  We strongly oppose the realignment of schools where Winding Walk would be zoned to Odell instead of Cox Mill.  We bought our home years ago planning for our daughter education. We do not 
want to see her school  changed and do not feel this is best for Winding Walk community. I disapprove Option#3. 

Kathryn 
Noftzger 

ktnoftzger@outlook.com Thank you for accepting feedback from the communities while you try to come up with suitable rezoning in order to keep schools from overcrowding. I have lived in the Winding Walk subdivision for nine years now.  
Before that my family resided in Mecklenburg County.  One of the reasons we left Mecklenburg is because they showed no common sense whatsoever in how they rezoned.  Please, do not stoop to the ridiculous level of 
Mecklenburg county allowing emotional parents to force you to select option three of the proposals. This option makes absolutely no sense!  You would have school buses driving right by Winding Walk and even through 
Winding Walk in order to pick up kids in other neighborhoods that are further away from CMES.  In addition you will have a community (Winding Walk) that is adjacent to another community going to a different school 
while another community (Skybrook) that is NOT adjacent goes to a school that it is farther away from than Winding Walk is.  CMS was famous for busing students away from schools that they are closer to.  Please,  please 
use common sense!  Keep Winding Walk at Cox Mill ES!  I am not asking this out of emotion.  I am stating what makes sense! Thank you! 

Brian Bernett bbernett@gmail.com Disapprove of Option 3. Winding Walk subdivision is closer to the Cox Mill schools than Skybrook. Doesn&#39;t make sense that our Winding Walk subdivision would be carved out for Odell, while Skybrook that is 
further from the Cox Mill schools remains. I oppose Option 3. 

Joshy Thomas Jopetho@yahoo.com Keep Wiinding Walk with cox mill elementary.. All our children goes there and is the reason we moved to this neighborhood. 

Ajay Nair andre425@gmail.com We are not supporting option #3 

Mr & Mrs 
Milton 
Markland 

geral0112@aol.com We purchased our home in the winding community primarily because of the school district. We oppose option 3 Just like our fellow neighbors in skybrook We have some of the same concerns that they have. Ours lives 
have been built around the school hours and schedules. Our children have developed relationships with teachers and fellow students. We participate in school activities and functions and give resources when needed. 
Please come up with a better than picking one neighborhood over another. 

Christin 
Holliday 

christy.holliday@gmail.c
om 

After reviewing the options for rezoning of Cox Mill Elementary I strongly urge you to consider options 1, 2 and 4 as the most viable for the reason that the proposed areas to be removed from Cox Mill Elementary show 
the most construction and growth.  It is logical to chose one of these options so that the schools can best accommodate the eminent growth of the building in those areas.  Option 3 fails to make little logic geographically and 
in terms of diverting the majority of the future growth. 

Brian Talone brian.talone@gmail.com I am writing specifically about Hickory Ridge High School in Harrisburg. I understand the need for keeping class sizes at a certain level and with the construction of a new school the boundary lines have to be reaccessed. 
But here is what I don&#39;t understand.Hickory Ridge was the last High School constructed. Why wasn&#39;t the forethought put into building a big enough school to accommodate the continuing growth of Harrisburg 
so that all students in Harrisburg could go to school in Harrisburg?The school spends so much time instilling a &quot;family&quot; atmosphere and making the students feel and believe that they are part of this family. 
Why would you rip students from this? I find it hard to believe that they would feel this way at another school. Especially students going into Junior and Senior years. What about students on sports teams? All of a sudden, 
this school they&#39;ve ben taught is their enemy is now one they are being forced to do to the actions of the county. Again not good. I ask that no matter where a high school student is rezoned to, that if they are a rising 
Sophomore, Junior, or Senior, they are given the opportunity to remain at their current high school as long as they and their guardian(s) understand that there is no busing, and that they are on their own for transportation 
to and from school. No exceptions. I understand that this will prevent some students (including possibly my own) from being able to remain at the high school they are currently at but I also believe it is the fairest way to 
give an opportunity to do so. The county can ride out the three years, most likely two for most schools, and then alignment will all be on track.Thank you,Brian Talone 

Hrutika Parkar Hrutikaparkar@gmail.co
m 

Option 3 is not acceptable. taking out Winding Walk from Cox mill elementary school is not acceptable. We bought this house because of the cox mill elementary school. 

Charlene 
Bianculli 

c_bianculli@yahoo.com I am disapproving Option #3 for the rezoning of Winding Walk Development to the Odell school.I feel we have been with Cox Mill and should remain there. Many have siblings that will and should follow there siblings 
into the COX Mill schools. There is plenty of other neighborhoods on the other side of Harris Road that will fill it up nicely. 

Saurav Singh saurav163@yahoo.com I just learned about the ongoing discussion about the school rezoning. We moved into the area 3 yrs ago and live in Winding walk. The only reason for choosing Winding walk was that it was in Cox mill elementary school 
district. My daughter loves the school and my younger daughter is starting this year. It will be absolutely devastating to us if we get rezoned. We strongly oppose the option #3 which gets our subdivision out of CMES. 

Naveen 
Patibandla 

Naveen.Patibandla@gma
il.com 

We are strongly opposed the realignment option # 3, where WindingWalk would be zoned to Odell School instead of Cox Mill elementary.  We bought our home  planning for our kids education. We do not want to see 
their school changed in the middle of schooling. 

Shakeer 
Abubaker 

shakeerabu@gmail.com Hello! First, thank you to everybody who is involved in this realigning effort. I am a resident of the Winding Walk community which is one of the founding neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary. My fellow residents have 
invested a lot of time and efforts in shaping up Cox Mill Elementary. I strongly oppose the Option-3 to move Winding Walk with Odell Elementary. Please consider to eliminate Option-3 and keeping Winding Walk with 
Cox Mill Elementary. Thank You! 

Haripriya 
Pothugunta 

haripriya.td@gmail.com I am a resident of Winding Walk and my kids goes to Cox Mill Elementary. I am very disappointed with the Option 3 and not happy to approve the option#3 that you have in realignment options list.Please consider our 
concerns and hope you will take decisions based on the cumulative disapproval  of Option #3 from all our Winding Walk residents. 

jason urso jayurso@yahoo.com Hello, I am resident of Windingwalk community and writing about my disapproval for option#3 for rezoning of school zones and taking us out of cox mill district. The rezoning does not make much sense, having 
communities basically drive past our community rather then rezoning outside the area. We have been residents for years are active in our community and school. please reconsider. thank you 

Geetha 
Vallabhaneni 

laksat99@yahoo.com I  am disapproving Option #3. would like Winding walk to be in Cox Mill Elementary school zone. 

Mahesh 
Vankineni 

satish_babu99@hotmail.c
om 

I  am disapproving Option #3. would like Winding walk to be in Cox Mill Elementary school zone. 

Anish 
Vankineni 

satish.vankineni@yahoo.
com 

I  am disapproving Option #3. would like Winding walk to be in Cox Mill Elementary school zone. 
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Dana Bailey djbailey.bus@gmail.com We moved to Winding Walk for the schools in the current zone, Cox Mill Elementary, Harris Road Middle, and Cox Mill High School.  I oppose consideration of Elementary School Option #3 which removes Winding Walk 
from the Cox Mill Elementary school zone.  Winding Walk is a well-established neighborhood that has been supporting Cox Mill for many years and should remain in the Cox Mill Elementary School zone. 

Srujana 
Kalagara 

Srujanar@yahoo.com We live in Winding Walk and I want to express our extreme displeasure in option 3 where you are removing the community from Cox Mill. Lots of our kids are already enrolled in cox and many folks moved here so they 
can attend Cox. We seek stability for our kids as all parents do. We are not keen on the options that take us out of the Cox system. Kindly work on a other options. 

Idalisse 
martinez 

idamar9@carolina.rr.com I strongly opposed ANY rezoning option that removes Winding Walk children from attending Cox Mill elementary or Cox Mill High School. We as a community helped build these schools. I moved here 12 years ago 
because of these schools, and I know that many others did the same. Winding Walk is part of Concord and the Cox Mill community. Skybrook on the other hand is mostly in Huntersville and should be assigned to 
Huntersville schools. 

satish 
Dandamudi 

lakdan23@yahoo.com oppose to option #3. Want Winding walk in Coxmill Elementary 

Anup Vappala anup.vappala@gmail.co
m 

I understand the gravity of the work this committee is doing as part of Cox Mill rezoning. As Im looking through option #3 map,  this looks like a map that is very un-organic and seems to exclude certain parts of a single 
community. When we bought our home in Winding walk, it was with a view towards getting our kids a good education in Cox Mill, especially with the quality of education provided there. Winding walk community is a 
very diverse neighborhood and it brings that diversity to the schools as well. I implore this committee to reject proposals to exclude Winding walk community and keep it intact within the Cox Mill boundary. I disapprove 
of option #3. Thank you for letting me voice my concern. 

Warren Lloyd wrlloyd@aol.com Option 3 seems like a complete circus. Why would you remove Winding Walk, it makes no sense from a map perspective and would fracture away a community that is close to Cox Mill schools while keeping in a 
community that is further away. This is now becoming a hot topic at Winding Walk. Nobody here would be happy with this recommendation and there is talk of involving the news media. 

Cameron Lee cameron.b.lee@gmail.co
m 

Please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Please consider an alternative that send Planning Blocks 76, 10, 83 and 68 to Odell, as these blocks better feed into the school from Poplar Tent Rd and align them 
with their surrounding neighborhoods. Also, these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction and Odell is better suited to handle this growth.Based on your own study, 
Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the forecasted attendance numbers will decline in the years to come. This will create capacity within Cox Mill Elementary in a very short period of time.Keep Skybrook at Cox Mill 
Elementary. We are not affiliated with any of the other neighborhoods that share our name, such as Parkside and North. We do not have the same HOA, do not have the same amenities and do not have any shared access 
points. Do not assume that we wish to join them at Odell.Please support Option 3 for Skybrook to remain at Cox Mill Elementary. This option provides the greatest relief from overcrowding at all surrounding schools, now 
and in the future. The immediate relief provided to Cox Mill would be 100+ students.Please support Skybrook staying at Cox Mill Elementary. Your decisions impact real people with strong emotional and financial ties to 
the the Cox Mill community. 

James Phillips munrotc@yahoo.com My family relocated to this area 7 years ago with the express purpose of moving into Cabarrus County, into the Winding Walk subdivision, and into the Cox Mill School district.  I understand the needs to balance capacity 
of each of our schools, but the Winding Walk neighborhood (all of which is located within Cabarrus County) has financially supported Cox Mill for almost as long as Cox Mill has been in existence and years of families 
have sent their kids through that school.  Every family that we know moved here to be a part of this specific school.  We strongly encourage you to consider leaving Winding Walk within the Cox Mill Elementary School 
District. 

Kenneth Foret kenforitco@gmail.com In my opinion option 1 certainly seems to be the best option put forward and seems to be the one that geographically makes the most sense. All other options seem like special interest groups are making for some very 
strange boundaries for the schools. Just looking at option three it seems very odd that students would attend Harris Road MS and then be sent to NW Cabarrus for HS. This would be horrible on the kids as they have to 
leave the friendships that they make in MS. I would advocate that you do the absolute best you can to keep MS students all feeding into the same HS. Also in option 4 you have students literally driving by Cox Mill ES to 
get to Odell. Many parents drive their children to school at that age and with the traffic around here it makes absolutely no sense to have a group of folks drive right past one school to get to another school. This is why it 
seems to me that special interests have driven some of the decisions on all of the later options. I would highly advocate for option 1 as the preferred realignment as it seems to be the option that makes the most sense for the 
county as a whole and does not make carve outs for special interests. Thank you all for what you do, I&#39;m sure no matter what some people will be disappointed, I&#39;m sure it is not an easy decision. 

Kenneth Foret kenforitco@gmail.com Hopefully it is OK to do a second submission, was running out to time. An additional comment is that while I can understand Skybrooks comments about being moved out of Cox Mill ES, the same applies for Winding 
Walk. I hope that there is some solution that does not include trading off one established sub division for another established sub division. Our community faces all the same issues their community faces, kids moving 
schools, siblings being broken up, having to make new friends, supporting a school and the teachers for many years. So I&#39;m very much against option three that basically seems to swap out Skybrook for Winding 
Walk. There are other options that have been mentioned like the Skybrook apartment complex, Edison Square townhomes, etc... We bought our houses for the currently zoned schools just like they did so it is really not fair 
at all to swap Winding Walk out for Skybrook. Please take a look at other options.Again thank you for all that you do!! 

Andrea Baum andreanbaum@gmail.co
m 

We purchased our house in Winding Walk over 5 years ago because we wanted our children to attend Cox Mill Elementary.  We have been very happy there and would like our youngest to be able to finish out his 
elementary years at the school.  Please do not move Winding Walk out of the Cox Mill Elementary district. 

Srinivasa 
chereddi 

srinivasakch@yahoo.com We live in winding walk neighborhood. Please don't change coxmill elementary from this neighborhood. 

Srikanth 
Polisetty 

srikanth.polisetty@gmail
.com 

We would like to disapprove Option#3 for the Cox Mill elementary school rezoning. 

Vivek Pai vivekpai2002@gmail.co
m 

Hi, I live in Winding Walk community and I disapprove Option #3.Thanks! 

Nicole Demick Nicoledemick2009@gmai
l.com 

Prefer option one for middle school zoning placing Canterfield in HRMS and then have them continuing to HRHS. 

Brian Vance bvance.nc@gmail.com To whom it may concern,I would like to express my concern with the proposed realignment to remove kids in the current Hickory Ridge zones of Midland from that school and insert them into a new school (C.C. Griffin). 
Many families including ours, made the decision to build our home or move into this area based heavily on the school district. We are involved in the community and support it as much as possible to keep our kids 
involved. I personally have coached for the local youth recreation leagues, using Hickory Ridge as our practice location, signed our children up to participate in local camps/courses and volunteer to help with youth 
events.We have made these commitments and time investments, as it&#39;s our childrens&#39; school and therefore our community. Our daughter will start 6th gradethis year at Hickory Ridge Middle and has spent the 
summer with 2 camps (both we paid for her to attend) at this school to both support it and allow her to meet friends. The thought that she could be redistricted to a new area for 2 years and then return back to HR High... to 
potentially be moved again if a new high school is built is extremely concerning.I understand you will have families on both sides of the argument/discussion... but my hope that children currently in the Hickory Ridge 
District can remain. The county should look at the high density neighborhoods being built as the driving factor here, not pushing families and children out of their schools as the answer.Thank you,Brian Vance 

Satish Gutta gsnsatish@yahoo.com Geographically winding walk is more closer to Cox mill school than other communities like Skybrook and Lantana. It is not fair to rezone winding walk community out of cox mill school. 

Sajid Pasha sajidpasha@yahoo.com I disapprove of option 3 to move Winding Walk to Odell School. Cox Mill Elementary school was the reason for us to move to Winding walk. Please keep Winding Walk in Cox Mill. Thank you. 
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Kim Kelly kkelly1454@carolina.rr.c
om 

We currently reside in the Canterfield subdivision and My daughter currently goes to Hickory Ridge Middle School And My son is at Patriots Stem.  I realize that for 2018/2019 the school zoning will remain as is.  For 
2019/2020 I see we are in the &quot;danger zone&quot; for Canterfield to be rezoned.  When we moved here in 2006 it was because of the specific schools we are in now. We are frantically worrying about our 
children&#39;s future at Hickory Ridge, this is where WE WANT TO STAY. My daughter had really bad anxiety from 4-5th grade she went threw tough times as we knew we had to work threw them in anticipation going 
into middle school knowing this would be a big change.  I cannot express HOW MUCH SHE grew at HR Middle School and absolutely LOVES this school!  She is devastated to know that she may have to move schools and 
we are sitting here as parents as to what our next move is.  We started looking at relocating to a new home! Good Luck with that the houses they are building are tremendous and most are way out of our price range.  There 
is not much left in Harrisburg on the market.  Other new communities going up that we have looked at that would be reasonable still seem to put us back in the &quot;danger Zone&quot;.  We BEG FOR YOUR HELP !! 
Please keep Canterfield where we are!!!!!! 2019/2020 both my children will be at Hickory Ridge Middle ! I am a current Cabarrus County School Employee. I currently work at Harrisburg Elementary School and can 
provide transportation to get them back and forth if that is our only choice. The maps with the future plans are really hard to read !  Can we make these easier so that we can see exactly where we stand!! Thank YouThe 
Kelly Family6674 Sequoia Hills Dr. Harrisburg NC 

John D Taylor jdtaylor62@carolina.rr.co
m 

Option 3 does not make any sense... for Skybrook residents to cross borders to Cox Mill Elementary (CME) and exclude Winding Walk, with known and logical geographical lines, as well as CME being primary voting 
location, is ridiculous.  You must reject this Option 3. 

Lisa Starnes lisastarnes44@gmail.com I am a resident of the Winding Walk neighborhood.  I am opposed to option 3 of being removed from Cox Mill elementary school and later being impacted of Harris Road and Cox Mill High.  I have lived in this 
neighborhood for over 11 years and the main reason we moved to this area was the schools that our children would attend.  I hate for anyone to be impacted by any of the options but what about the new apartments in 
front of Skybrook, the new Lantana neighorhood and townhomes of Edison Square?  Since they are so new, there would not be as many people who have lived there and have children suddenly changing schools that they 
have always attended.  I feel the way option 3 is laid out just doesn&#39;t make since for buses to drive right thru my neighborhood to take other kids to Cox Mill.  Please leave my neighborhood alone.  Thank you 

Laxmi Lakkadi Laxmilakkadi@gmail.co
m 

As everyone is getting nervous &amp; confusion and not having enough clarity with the school re-routing system.. As we have been in Cabarrus County past 12+ years and our kids went to elementary, middle and high 
school in Cabarrus County school(Cox mill Elementary &amp; High school, Haris rd.).... I am guessing we will be falling under grandfathered for Cabarrus County...please provide us more details 

Laura Foor lfoor@charlotteusa.com As a resident and parent of two school age children living in Rocky River Crossing I have several major concerns with the proposed school districts.  In three of the four plans our community is zoned for Harrisburg 
Elementary.  One proposal has the neighborhood remaining with Pitts School Road Elementary.  It has our neighborhood zoned for Hickory Ridge Middle in all four proposals and JM Robinson High for all four proposals.  
I would love to have clarification as to why you have children in our neighborhood attending school together for nine years, then sending them all the way to JM Robinson for high school?  It makes no sense.  Hickory 
Ridge Middle and High are across the street from one another and Harrisburg Elementary is around the corner, yet all four proposals have children in Rocky River Crossing being sent to JM Robinson instead of Hickory 
Ridge.  I urge the committee to reevaluate these proposals.  It is completely unfair to have the children of Rocky River Crossing attend both elementary and middle with the same group of kids and then uproot them and 
send them to JM Robinson High with a completely new set of students.  While I appreciate the difficult decisions that have to be made during a school redistricting phase, I would hope that common sense, fairness and the 
best interest of students is put first.  In this case, Rocky River Crossing should be zoned for BOTH Hickory Ridge Middle and High.  Thank you for the opportunity to comment and for your consideration. 

Shirisha 
Pulijala 

shirisha.p4@gmail.com Disapproving option #3 

Lavanya Desai abhiash.chivukula@iclou
d.com 

We moved from a different state 6 months ago &amp; took a House in Skybrook only for the Cox Mills elementary school. We sincerely request to keep the neighborhood in the same school zone 

Jason Bailey jlbailey.bus@gmail.com I believe Winding Walk should stay in the Cox Mill Elementary (and related middle/high school) zone as our community has always been a loyal supporter of the school both personally, parentally and financially.  There 
have been many residents (including ourselves) who have moved here specifically to attend and support the schools in this area.  We look forward to our children attending Cox Mill Elementary, Harris Middle and Cox 
Mill High and would be extremely disappointed if we&#39;re removed from the zone after all of the investments that we have made and continue to make in this community. 

Lisa 
Mclaughlin 

nyjetsfans@carolina.rr.co
m 

Please allow all current students to graduate from hickory ridge high school if they can provide their own transportation. Students from Rocky river crossing are suppos d to be moved. The harrisburg community is touted 
as a family and its not fair to make Hugh school kids switch once they've started some where. High school is hard enough and having to leave your friends and teams and clubs is really hard d for a teenager. Don't make 
this more difficult for them. Especially if the students can drive themselves. 

Basant 
Bhattarai 

jeesu54@yahoo.com Disapproving option #3 

Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores@gmail.c
om 

As a resident of Winding Walk, I strongly oppose option 3. Options 1 and 2 make the most sense geographically. 

Chuck 
Thompson 

dzlradio@yahoo.com We strongly disapprove of option 3!  Our family was relocated back to North Carolina and we chose to make our home in Cabarrus County and Winding Walk specifically to send our son to Cox Mill elementary. What are 
you going to do with the children in Winding Walk who are in the Mandarin language immersion program?  We were strongly considering this option, but now we are afraid to have him start only to have him move after 
one year of the program and fall way behind students who are not in the program. Please do not approve option 3! 

Krishna Yadla krishnakyadla@yahoo.co
m 

Our preference is to retain Winding Walk with CMES under option 3. Winding Walk has been with CMES for atleast 13 years, families and kids have built relationship and supported CMES over long term. Our kids 
participate in various programs, clubs and sports teams at CMES. Rezoning would break the bonding that took years to build, so I please request and recommend to stick with Option 3. 
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Justin Watts watts.jm@gmail.com July 10, 2018Re: Cabarrus County Schools Student Realignment Study Committee Meeting Three Follow UpTo Whom It May Concern,On behalf of the undersigned Cox Mill families living in Skybrook, we are writing you 
to express our appreciation for the incredibly challenging task you volunteered to solve and to articulate why Skybrook (PB 69, 70, 71) needs to remain in the Cox Mill Elementary School district.  Additionally, we are truly 
sorry for mailings that went directly to your private residences.  There was some miscommunication, which has been corrected and over communicated.  Our intention was never to disrupt your private space; our intention 
has always been to try to most effectively communicate what we feel is in the best interest of our children.  Again, there was some miscommunication as to what the correct process was, it has been corrected, and we are 
truly sorry for the disturbance it caused.The Cox Mill families of Skybrook's position is this:  keep Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83.A few 
Skybrook residents observed your most recent committee meeting on June 26, 2018.  They were impressed in the professional approach each of you took specifically as it pertained to addressing the concerns of the public.  
We don't know if you are all parents of Cabarrus County School children or not, but you certainly approached the task as if you were concerned parents.  This approach is very much appreciated.  It also became apparent 
that consolidating our thoughts and reasonings for keeping Skybrook and Cox Mill Elementary together is a more efficient use of your time.There were a few points that came up during the meeting that warranted adding 
some clarifying information. The first is Skybrook and the surrounding Skybrook developments.  The second is the incoming new construction in specific Planning Blocks.There are several communities bearing the name 
Skybrook along Harris Road and up Poplar Tent toward Highway 73.  We are writing you regarding Skybrook along Harris Road (PB 69, 70, 71).  There are a few points of distinction that you should know.  First, Skybrook 
along Harris Road is not connected by any neighborhood road to any other Skybrook community.  We are separate with regards to HOAs, amenities, boards, etc.  There are very few, if any, parents of any Skybrook 
community that would allow their children to independently traverse from Skybrook on Harris Road to any other Skybrook community because the child would have to access both Harris and Poplar Tent.  Second, we 
have never been districted together at the elementary level.  Each community is great in its own way, but they should not be viewed as one collective neighborhood.  The second area where we feel additional information is 
warranted is related to the expanding student population in PB 10 due to new construction.  There is a new community (Allen Mills) that sits squarely in PB 10.  The online plot map (Linked here: 
https://www.mihomes.com/Divisions/charlotte/charlotte-metro/concord/allen-mills/plat-map?s=t) shows 237 homesites with two roads going off the page toward unused land heading toward Clarke Creek.  This 
news article (https://www.independenttribune.com/news/housing-boom-builder-bringing-more-homes-to-cabarrus-charlotte-area/article_038bec72-4709-11e8-85d6-67d89197766d.html) from April 23rd discusses another 
neighborhood adjacent to Allen Mills called Edenton that will have more than 100 homesites.  Our original contention of approximately 500 homes in PB 10 was based on Edenton, Allen Mills, and a basic assumed 
expansion toward Clarke Creek by the Allen Mills development.The Cox Mill families of Skybrook's position is this:  keep Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone Planning Blocks 10, 68, 
76, and 83.  Here are a few reasons why.  First, as we have previously stated the Skybrook community is deeply entrenched in the well-being of CMES.  The community and school have grown up together.  Now that 
Skybrook is a more mature neighborhood, there is no long-term student population trend to consider.  The forecasted student enrollment will decline further before leveling off at a long-term stabilized level.  This is a 
critical distinction to consider as you evaluate the long-term impact of student population trends in other planning blocks, like PB 10, and what impacts that will have on school capacities.Second, there is a detrimental 
impact on children's growth from rapid change and instability in their surroundings.  We are not na&#239;ve enough to say that without acknowledging that this situation will impact children across the county.  We 
understand that it will, but there is one slight distinction that is worth repeating.  Unlike the other elementary schools within the county, Odell is divided by grade between two facilities: one educates K ‚Äì 2 and the second 
educates 3 ‚Äì 5.  Rezoning Skybrook into Odell will cause many of our children to attend three schools in a span of three or four years and four schools in a span of six years.  The impact of this constant instability should 
be weighed against exploring options to rezone other Planning Blocks that aren't yet mature but are projecting considerable new enrollment spikes.Lastly, roughly one fifth of the Skybrook Cox Mill Elementary population 
is enrolled in the Mandarin program offered at Cox Mill.  The Planning Block studies account for an estimate of students attending a school from outside that school's zone, but it doesn't appear to be dynamic enough to 
calculate the impact of various programs such as the Cox Mill Mandarin program.  Skybrook school children already live in a fractured neighborhood with most of the homes routing to Mecklenburg County Schools.  
Consideration should be given to avoiding further fracturing of the Cabarrus County children when one fifth of the neighborhood's Cabarrus County school children will go to Cox Mill regardless of the student 
realignment.By now, our position is well identified, but we wanted to provide a few points as to why the Planning Blocks we are proposing to rezone make more sense than Skybrook.Logistics:  Prior to the realignment 
study, Cox Mill was primarily confined by I85, Poplar Tent, and the Mecklenburg-Cabarrus County line.  However, the land closest to Poplar Tent has remained mostly untouched relatively speaking for the CMES zone.  
The primary access point for PB 76, 10, and 83 is Poplar Tent.  Rezoning these three Planning Blocks to Odell makes more logistical sense than Skybrook because there are several buses that already work the opposite side of 
Poplar Tent when busing students in PB 64, 65, and 66. Feeders:  All but one of the current middle school proposals shows PB 68 moving to Harold Winkler with the remainder of the CMES population going to Harris 
Road.  Moving PB 68 to Carl A Furr or another Harold Winkler feeder would help stabilize children's continuity from elementary to middle school.Growth:  As we've alluded to throughout, there is a great deal of new 
residential construction occurring on the land between Harris Road, Poplar Tent Road, and Derita Road.  In the short term, the challenge will be the growth in PB 10.  Logistically, their major access point will remain Poplar 
Tent, which fits with the comments above.  Historically, they don't have the extensive relationship with Cox Mill that Skybrook has.  Developmentally, their children will not experience four schools in six years.  In using 
the existing Cox Mill district, we estimate that by moving PB 10, 68, 76, and 83, CMES will be five percent over capacity with almost half of that over capacity being accounted for by children from Skybrook in the Mandarin 
program that will remain at Cox Mill regardless.For all the reasons outlined above, the Cox Mill families of Skybrook's position is this:  keep Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83.  We are truly grateful for all your time and effort.  Please do not hesitate to reach out to us if we can be of any assistance.Regards,Justin &amp; Kate Wattswatts.jm@gmail.comCharles 
&amp; Tonia FairbanksCtf021498@aol.comJean Walshjeanschoolcontact@gmail.comNick &amp; Kindle Goodsonkindlegoodson@gmail.comKevin SenterKevin@senterandcompany.comDave &amp; Ashley 
Harrisdharris@cmpd.orgBrian &amp; Trish EdwardsEbrian1011@at&amp;t.netAndy &amp; Libby Krauskrauslibby@yahoo.comChris &amp; Emily WestChriswest1980@yahoo.comShawn &amp; Regina 
PooleRpoole17@carolina.rr.comMichael Guilemikeguile@gmail.comBrian &amp; Gina Hofertgghofert@gmail.comDonna Kurlanderdonnakurlander@yahoo.comHayden Conleyhaydenconley@yahoo.comCara 
Wellscwellsunc@gmail.comRob &amp; Angela Beirneambeirne@gmail.comTim BoltonSkibum775@gmail.comJennifer Warnerjmwarner@uncc.eduMatt &amp; Lien BaileyLien.bailey@yahoo.comAileen 
Mackallacoogen@yahoo.com 

Vijay Almeida almeida.vj@gmail.com We built our house in Winding Walk community in 2013 taking into consideration Cox Mill Elementary school for our two kids, and its impact on the property value.Having Winding Walk community reassigned to some 
other school besides Cox Mill elementary is completely unimaginable and will be unfair. Our son will be starting his 3rd grade in Cox Mill Elementary this coming school year, and we cannot think of trying to explain him 
to go to a different school.We kindly request you NOT to rezone Winding Walk community out of Cox Mill elementary school.Thank you for your consideration. 

Mayuri 
Aavugari 

mayuri.aavugari@gmail.
com 

Disapproving Option #3 for Cox Mill Elementary rezoning. This will affect Winding walk residents drastically 

Sai Tamma tamma.saiprasad@gmail.
com 

Disapproving Option #3 for Cox mill elementary rezoning 

Curtis 
McClamrock 

cmcclamrock@gmail.co
m 

I disapprove of option #3 

Dawn Cremer dawn.cremer@cabarrus.
k12.nc.us 

I am writing to voice my concerns about rezoning Option #3 which removes the Winding Walk Community from Cox Mill Elementary. I currently have 3 children in attendance at CMES and have many concerns about 
displacing them after establishing themselves at &quot;their&quot; school.  We have contributed lots of time and money to help CMES be the best it can be and to take us away from that is unfair. I have started their 
education there and would like to finish their elementary years in that same school. Please consider leaving Winding Walk as a whole community in the CMES district. 

Amanda 
Saxman 

amanda.saxman@gmail.
com 

I prefer Options 1 or 2.  I feel that if I live in Harrisburg and pay Harrisburg taxes I should be districted to Harrisburg schools.  Both Options 1 &amp; 2 allow for this. 

Rachel Sfera Rachelsfera@gmail.com I disapprove of Option 3. We need to remain in the Cox Mill school district. 
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Evelyn Casotti evsmail123@gmail.com Option #3 is not an appropriate option based on proximity to Cox Mill for Winding Walk. This should not be considered as an option. 

Anjali Nath anjalitewari04@gmail.co
m 

Cox Mill Elementary should not be rezoned from Winding Walk Community 

Daniel Casotti casott1@gmail.com Based on proximity to Cox Mill Elementary Winding Walk should remain zoned to Cox Mill Elementary. Option #3 is not an appropriate option for the new zoning. 

Vinay   disapproving Option #3 

srinivas   disapproving Option #3 

Ramakrishna   disapproving Option #3 

Vijaya   disapproving Option #3 

Vani   disapproving Option #3 

Krishna Yadla krishnakyadla@yahoo.co
m 

Disapproving Option #3(Winding Walk community being moved to Odell Elementary School District). Correction and clarification to my prior feedback submission, Winding Walk should retain with Cox Mill Elementary 
School. 

PRADEEP 
POLA 

pradeep.pola@gmail.co
m 

I disapprove #3. It's unfair to remove Windingwalk from cox mill elementary school district. 

Lesslee 
Rutledge 

ldrrut@hotmail.com I&#39;m disapproving Option #3. 

Lisa Roth-
Edwards 

lrothedwards@gmail.co
m 

We strongly disappove of option #3. 

Margaret 
Colvin 

mparrish101@yahoo.com I live in Winding Walk at 269 Sutro Forest Dr and I do not support removing our street from Cox Mill Elem. Both my children are in the Mandarin program and it would be a shame for them to lose that opportunity. 

srinivas 
kandagatla 

srinu.kanda@gmail.com we have moved to winding walk community just for the school, so he can continue in one school . my kid changed 3 schools in last two years as we keep moving for job purpose . that&#39;s impacted his learning  and 
communication/social skills. we disapprove Option #3. 

Forrester mforrester71@gmail.com I strongly oppose Option 3.  Our family moved to Winding Walk in 2010 so that our children could attend Cox Mill Elementary. I have spent countless hours volunteering my time at CMES long with many other WW 
residents.   I have built relationships with the teachers and staff of CMES. We have donated money each year to CMES so that it would benefit our children and children of our community.  I propose putting the newer 
communities of Lantanta, Allen Mills, the Skybrook Apartments, and Edison Square town homes in the Odell district because they have no links to CMES.  Thank you for your consideration. 

Kathryn Strack kathrynmaries1014@gma
il.com 

I am concerned about option 3 even being added as a consideration when it logistically doesn't make sense.     Winding walk is closer to CMES and CMHS than the Skybrook community.   Skipping over winding walk 
when highland creek and Skybrook attend cox mill schools effects many families, carpools, etc.   economically, the impact to both communities is great with resale values of homes.    I don't feel that an option should be 
added just because there were family complaints when the experts never considered it to begin with.   We should be relying on the district to provide expert guidance rather than appeasing a community that wants to all 
gather together and complain. 

Giri Managari mgirinath@yahoo.com Hello, We bought a home in winding walk because it is part of Cox Mill school, I have invested time in community and school for years and this is the time my kids will be using this school. I Oppose(disapprove) Option 
#3 because it does not make sense to move an existing community out of the school and add other community into it. Please consider this and remove option #3 from consideration.Thanks,Giri. 

Sudha Jajimi sudhajajimi@gmail.com Hi, I oppose disapprove Option #3, please keep Winding Walk in Cox mill school zone maintaining Status Quo.Thanks,Sudha. 

Sarah 
Thompson 

sewiberg@yahoo.com STONGLY DISAPPROVE of option #3!  We specifically bought our house in Winding Walk back in December 2017 because of the school. To change it now would be devastating. Plus, when/if we go to sell our house, it 
would put a big damper on potential buyers. The Cox Mill school district is highly sought after. Hence the reason we bought here to begin with. Again, I STRONGLY DISAPPROVE of option #3 

Payal Ajmera payalajmera@gmail.com disapproving Option #3. We liked Cox mill Elementary school and bought home in  Winding walk society. This rezoning option will impact our kids. 

Kelly Martin drminclt@yahoo.com I strongly oppose Option #3.  Please keep the Winding Walk neighborhood in the Cox Mill Elementary school zone.  Many of us have purchased homes in this neighborhood specifically for our children to be able to attend 
Cox Mill. 

Angela L 
Taylor 

ataylor99@carolina.rr.co
m 

I disapprove of Option 3... home owners not just the ones who have kids attending Cox Mill Elementary and people who will buy our homes in this neighborhood, are buying with an expectation of their kids attend this 
school district.  Therefore, Option 3 is a NON-STARTER. 

Vinod Kumar vgowds@gmail.com Hello Sir/Madam   We have been living in windingwalk neighbourhood from past 11 years, the reason we moved is because of Cox Mill School district. Heard there are plans for rezoning, hence raising our concern.I am 
disapproving Option #3. 

sowmya vasu soms.gowda@gmail.com We moved to windingwalk neighbourhood 11 years ago and only reason was because of Cox Mill School district. Heard there is realignment study and we are concerned about option#3.I am disapproving Option #3 

Holly 
Cunningham 

Hcunningham8353@gma
il.com 

Option 1 for Patriots, Hickory Ridge MS &amp; HS. 

Michele 
Woodside 

Kmw4me@yahoo.com I disapprove of Option 3 in particular.Winding Walk should not be rezoned. 
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LtCol. Marshall 
D. Perry, 
USMC 

marshall_d_perry@yaho
o.com 

I am saying NO TO OPTION 3.  I just purchased a home in Winding Walk on April 18, 2018 for the sole purpose of being in the Cox Mill school district for m y 6 year old daughter.  I am now hearing that the Skybrook 
bunch wants to force me out of the school zone.  Tell them to build another school. Not only is the school board considering shafting me because of a group who did not choose to buy based on a school district, it is also 
going to lower mine and my neighbors property values which now give me/us a potential right to sue the school board.  Odell is a substandard school the county has failed.  Why should I/we be penalized because of some 
spoiled residents of Skybrook.  The school board is mirroring the current regime of worthless politicians and taking on a socialist&#39;s persona.  Remember, karma is comes around.  LtCol, M Perry, USMC 

Koteshwari 
Oruganti 

koteswario@gmail.com wedisapprove-option# 3, bought a house mainly for COX Mill Elementary and our kids love this school, so we disapprove option#3. 

Dr Zheping 
Zhong 

zpzhong2005@yahoo.co
m 

I say NO to OPTION 3.  My husband and I bought a house in Winding Walk to be in the Cox Mill school district for our daughter.  If we had wanted her to go to a poor quality school, we would have chosen the Highland 
Creek area.  It is not fair for a group of people who did not choose to buy in a particular school zone, no decide they can force our neighborhood out.  There are also three more subdivisions being built on Cox Mill Road.  
How is Skybrook going to justify going to Cox Mill when they are further away from the school than Winding Walk and these three new subdivision?  Do what is right, not convenient or expedient.  I am sure you would 
not be happy some arbitrary group changed where you sent your children to school. 

Jennifer 
Courtney-Trice 

courtneytrice@yahoo.co
m 

I disapprove of Option 3. We want to keep Winding Walk in the Cox Mill Elementary school district. 

Jay Elliott jelliott@tiaa-cref.org I am a Winding Walk resident and I strongly disapprove of Option 3. 

Arthur 
Geolingo 

ageolingo@gmail.com I live in the windingwalk community, and it has come to my attention that another re-zoning of the school boundaries are in the works. My children have been going to cox mill elementary since we moved in this area in 
2012. This is the only reason why I bought a home in this community. I completely disapprove of your option #3 which moves our community to the odell elementary boundary area. The windingwalk community is much 
closer to cox mill elementary than to Odell. Why have the children cross Harris Road. A more practical alternative would be to move the skybtook community which is closer to odell. 

Sharon 
Geolingo 

sgeolingo@gmail.com Please reject option #3 of your proposed rezoning plan. We moved into the winding walk community in 2012 so that our children could attend cox mill elementary. Our community is much closer to cox mill elementary 
than the skybtook community; which by the way is on the other side of Harris road( a heavily traveled route and quite congested in the early mornings and late afternoons). Our community is thriving and has gained in 
value because of cox mill elementary. We actually have several teachers as well as substitute teachers that live in our community. 

Iyappan 
Ramasamy 

ramaiyappan@gmail.co
m 

We bought the home in winding walk based on mainly for this school district cox mills. please don&#39;t move our school district 

John Hyde john.hyde@lfg.com I strongly disagree with Option #3 (re-zoning the Winding Walk (WW) neighborhood from Cox Mill to Odell Elementary) now, just as much as I did the last time this idea was proposed and thankfully 
rejected.Geographically speaking, WW is closer to that elementary school than other neighborhoods (such as Skybrook).  So, replacing WW students with students from other, farther away neighborhoods would result in 
higher fuel expenses for the bussing.  Part of the value proposition of owning a house in WW is in its districting and physical proximity to a such strong schools.  I know that was a big factor in my family&#39;s decision to 
build a house in WW.  Most importantly, it doesn&#39;t seem fair to displace the WW children who have had the pleasure of growing and learning in the Cox Mill Elementary School.  That&#39;s why their families also 
chose to move here to WW!Changing the school districting seems arbitrary and capricious to the WW neighborhood families, and it will likely hurt home values here in WW. 

Pratham 
Oruganti 

raveendrao@gmail.com I disapprove option# 3 

Agastya R 
Oruganti 

keane.ravi@gmail.com I disapprove option# 3 

Johnny Dargani jdargani@hotmail.com As a resident of Winding Walk, I must say the realignment for elementary draft option #3 simply does not make any sense. Looking at the map, you are segregating and scooping a portion of the map out to exclude 
residents of Winding Walk. Residents to our immediate left, and those to our immediate right will still be assigned to Cox Mill, which if I am looking at the map properly, will mean buses going to and from Cox Mill will be 
passing by Winding Walk without picking up it's residents. Considering the demographic ethnic background of the majority of Winding Walk residents, Option 3 seems downright discriminatory. I would encourage you 
to look for other less controversial and sepretism option to #3. Thank you. 

Andrea 
Heckstall 

Ahair17879@aol.com We are strong,y against the Winding Walk Neighborhood being taken  out of the Cox Mill Elementary School District and moved to Odell Elementary School District.  We Oppose Option #3. Propose realigning the new 
neighborhoods ( Lantana , Edison Square etc,) to be aligned to Cox Mill. 

Jose Quinones jose.a.quinones2@gmail.
com 

I would like to express my concerns and disapproval for option #3 for&#160;the&#160;school&#160;rezoning&#160;initiative.&#160;I live in Winding Walk, and bought the house over four years ago just so my children 
could attend to Cox Mill Elementary. Our son had a few developmental delays, and we have worked really hard with his issues. We recently fought with his preschool for him to be placed in Cox Mill Elementary instead of 
a Special Ed program. Our son has made a huge improvement, and he is more than ready for kindergarten. He is also very excited about going to school. I really hope the rezoning initiative doesn&#39;t take us to a 
different school after all the hard work. That would be a huge set back for our son. 

Heather Dailey hs74524@gmail.com I disapprove of option #3 . My husband and I moved into our neighborhood 5 years ago knowing we would start our family here and chose this neighborhood because of the fact that our children would go to Cox Mill ES. 
The rezoning would not only change the school district for my children but would also lower the value of our home.   When it comes to busing it does not make sense geographically. Also our neighborhood has been 
completed and there will be no new homes in the future. This means that there can be a good estimate of the number of students each year.  Surrounding neighborhoods are continuing to build and also have apartments 
which means their numbers will continue to grow and change each year. This will make it hard to keep the zoning the same from year to year. I hope that this will help with the decision to disapprove of option #3. 

Anjaneyulu 
Kakarla 

anjaneyulu.kakarla@gma
il.com 

we are disapproving Option #3 

Kathy Schubert Mommaofcjs@iCloud.co
m 

Personally, I am disgusted that one upset neighborhood can cost Cabarrus County schools however many thousands of dollars it cost to pay the consulting company to explore option number three. They are obviously 
paid professionals who specialize in redistricting.  Their goal is to cause as little negative impact to all parties involved. Skybrook was not singled out, it obviously made sense based on natural   Boundaries such as roads. I 
guess the positive in all of this is that the public and realignment committee can see  that option three just does  not make sense. You disrupt twice as many students at CMES  in option three then and options one or two.     
All I have seen from comments is  how disruptive it would be to the families and Skybrook. So if that is the argument for keeping students at Cox Mill Elementary, it is clear that option three is twice as disruptive therefore 
not an appropriate option given the purpose of the committee as stated throughout the realignment committee objectives. 

Sai Tamma tamma.saiprasad@gmail.
com 

We recently found out about option#3 in your rezoning process which would put Winding Walk neighborhood kids out of Cox Mill Elementary. This is unfair to Winding Walk residents and their kids who are heavily 
invested in CMES. I strongly disapprove option#3, which I believe was introduced exclusively to keep Skybrook kids in CMES. While I have nothing against Skybrook residents, I cannot accept the fact that in order to keep 
their kids in CMES, our own neighborhood kids would be kicked out. My own kids will soon start going to CMES and we chose Winding Walk only for this school, it will be extremely unfair to us and many more residents 
like us if option#3 is chosen. Please remove option#3 and keep Winding Walk neighborhood kids in CMES ! 
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Bonnie Banse bonniejbanse@gmail.co
m 

As residents of Winding Walk, we would like to strongly oppose the rezoning of our neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary School. As parents of young children, we actually chose our neighborhood based on the 
reputation of Cox Mill Elementary as our home school and its proximity. We have many Cox Mill Elementary PTO Board members and teachers who reside in Winding Walk. In my opinion, established neighborhoods, 
whose residents/parents have spent countless hours of volunteer time and invested financially in Cox Mill Elementary should be given priority regarding rezoning over any new neighborhoods being built, regardless of 
proximity. We are all concerned for the overpopulation of our area and schools and perhaps the County needs to have a plan for new schools before the approving of new residential growth. 

Renetta Darity darity1@carolina.rr.com I disapprove of Option #3!!!!!! 

Heather 
Peterson 

hpeterson@lincolnharris.
com 

Option #3 is terrible and does not make any geographic sense, why would you split up a neighborhood that backs up to a school.  I think it is really terrible that you have let the Skybrook neighbors bully the process and 
push for this silly option.  Their neighborhood is split between MECK and Cabarrus counties and they have been fighting redistricting for some time.  Sounds like it is finally time to put them in the closest school for them, 
Odell.  It doesn&#39;t make any logical sense to divide up a neighborhood that is geographically closer to the school in question. 

Kathryn Smith Smiths729@yahoo.com I strongly disapprove of option 3. The new communities being built along Harris Road should be zoned to Odell instead of we'll established Winding Walk. 

Kimberly 
Wood 

wood826@gmail.com Student Realignment Committee Members,As a current Kindergarten teacher at Cox Mill Elementary and parent of an upcoming 4th grader at Cox Mill Elementary, I do not see Option 3 as a beneficial choice to our 
community. Not only does it split the neighborhood of Winding Walk apart to go to separate schools, but it also removes many of the teachers and majority of the PTO board members from Cox Mill Elementary School 
zoning. As a teacher at Cox Mill Elementary, we have been told our numbers are actually planning to drop this school year (based on Cabarrus County School&#39;s assessment of students for the 2018-19 school year, 
actually removing a teacher from our school), so I am a little confused with this large shift. Would it not be smarter for the established homes to go to their current schools and look are realigning the new or future building 
in new neighborhoods? Thank you for your time. 

Shirley Anyang shirley.anyang@gmail.co
m 

I live in Winding Walk and I absolutely do NOT want to see Elementary Option 3 to rezone Winding Walk to Odell Elementary and Odell Primary.Residents in Winding Walk want Winding Walk to stay in the Cox Mill ES 
zone!Looking at the map of Elementary Option 3, a corner of the Odell Elementary and Odell Primary zone cuts into the Cox Mill ES zone, which looks very WEIRD. By moving Winding Walk from Cox Mill ES to Odell 
Elementary and Odell Primary, Skybrook could stay in the Cox Mill ES. Was this draft option 3 made specifically to please residents in Skybrook? If so, it is UNREASONABLE and UNACCEPTABLE!!!(3) Winding Walk 
has been zoned to Cox Mill ES since Winding Walk opened.(4) I and most families at Winding Walk have chosen to buy our home at Winding Walk specifically so that our children could attend Cox Mill ES!(5) Winding 
Walk, as a community, has helped build Cox Mill ES up to the A+ school that it is now. Families whose children have attended Cox Mill ES have given their time and money generously to Cox Mill ES. In addition, there are 
teachers of Cox Mill ES who live in Winding Walk!(6) Moving Winding Walk out of Cox Mill ES will be very disruptive to many Winding Walk families who have children currently attending Cox Mil ES.(7) Winding Walk 
development is complete and there is no room for any additional homes. This means that Winding Walk will remain fairly static in terms of the number of children attending elementary school at any given time.(8) We 
urge you, please, to keep Winding Walk zoned to Cox Mill ES. We specifically chose Winding Walk neighborhood based on schools. This re-zoning will be very disruptive to many families in Winding Walk. 

Misty Dunn misty.dunn@atriumhealt
h.org 

We are strongly opposed to the rezoning that would remove Cox Mill from residents of Winding Walk. We intentionally purchased our home so our children could attend Cox Mill &amp; adamantly want to remain in that 
school district. Very displeased that this change is being considered. 

Adam Beatty adambeatty4@gmail.com I am disapproving Option #3!!  Residents of the Winding Walk want to be in the Cox Mill Elementary School district, it is a large reason why we moved to the neighborhood.  We should not be forced out! 

Jun-tao Guo jguo20058@yahoo.com I disapprove Option #3. It will affect the continuity of Winding Walk kids attending Cox Mill Elementary. 

Beth Koenig bkoenig00@msn.com I am writing to express my disapproval for the Option #3 rezoning of the Winding Walk Community into the Odell ES zone. We built in this neighborhood solely because of the designated Cabarrus county schools. It 
makes no sense to pull one neighborhood out of a clearly defined boundary for Cox Mill ES. This will impact our home values and resale. Although I am in favor of smaller class sizes, please leave Winding Walk in the 
designated Cox Mill ES zone and vote against Option #3!! 

Amy 
McClamrock 

anmcclamrock@gmail.co
m 

Not in favor of Option #3 

Melissa Siegel 
Barrios 

Melissa.brooke.siegel@g
mail.com 

As a resident of the Winding Walk Community, I am writing to express my disapproval of Option #3. My husband and I specifically chose to move to Cabarrus County because of the wonderful school system and when 
we did more research we were especially interested in Cox Mill Elementary leading us to our neighborhood specifically. We now have a toddler and are planning ahead for when she goes to elementary school. We are very 
concerned about this very specific rezoning excluding our neighborhood and those around it. Please consider our request to not move forward with this plan. Thank you. Melissa Siegel Barrios 

Amy Peters abarsanti@me.com I reviewed Options 1-4 for both the Middle School and High School plans.  I noticed that our neighborhood (Timber Forest) which is just off Morehead road is proposed to be in the Hickory Ridge Middle district in all 4 
middle school options, while it&#39;s proposed to be in the JM Robinson district for all 4 high school options.  We are currently the last neighborhood in the Hickory Ridge Middle/High School District on the left side of 
Morehead road.  It seems strange that all 4 options for middle school are the same as our current school, but there were then no options to remain at our current school.  It doesn&#39;t seem to make sense to have the 
students go to Hickory Ridge Middle School which is across from the High School, but then go to a different district for High School.  Before this feedback leads you to add an option to change our Middle School too, please 
consider that our neighborhood (and some of the area surrounding it) is one of the few that you can still purchase a home under $225,000 in Harrisburg and attend Hickory Ridge.  We bought in our neighborhood because 
it was the only option under $200,000 at the time.  In essence, we were buying &quot;the cheap seats.&quot;  Please don&#39;t remove the cheap seats as an option for people living in Harrisburg.  We&#39;d appreciate it if 
you leave some lower priced neighborhoods in the Hickory Ridge High School district so that families aren&#39;t completely priced out of Hickory Ridge High School and so the demographics at Hickory Ridge would 
continue to include some families that are below the $250,000 housing price range.  Please consider adding one or more options that keeps lower priced neighborhoods like ours in Hickory Ridge HS and that doesn&#39;t 
force those who go to Hickory Ridge Middle to then change to a completely different district.  It seems like the 4 proposed options for Hickory Ridge HS would solidify the school as being only for the wealthier families of 
Cabarrus County.  We appreciate you taking this into consideration and thank you for your hard work. 

Erik osborne Erik.allen.osborne@gmai
l.com 

Make the mills at rocky river part of hickory ridge high school. 

Gautam Gtm_n@yhaoo.com We don't support plan 3. We want winding walk to have cox mill elementary school 

salvatore 
depetro 

sdepetro61@gmail.com As residents of Winding Walk community since 2011, we are opposed to Option #3, which would remove Winding Walk children from Cox Mill Elementary School. Looking at the county map, this does not make 
geographical sense. 

Todd Rixman familyrixman@gmail.co
m 

There are 5 planning blocks totaling 67 students - PB44, PB45, PB48, PB49, and PB52 - that feed into Harris Road Middle School in every option presented. However, these students would accompany their HRMS friends to 
Cox Mill High School in only one HS option (#1). In the other options, they would attend NW Cabarrus HS, where they would know only a handful of fellow students and few if any teachers. It would be akin to relocating 
to a new school district at the start of their freshman year, making an already difficult transition even tougher. I would ask that, since the number of students that fall within these PBs is low, you would allow them to 
attend CMHS in every option. Thank you for your consideration. 
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Tracia Almeida tricy_car@yahoo.com Disapproval of Option #3. Having Winding Walk community reassigned to some other school besides Cox Mill elementary is not acceptable and will not be fair to our community.We built our house in Winding Walk 
primarily due to Cox Mill Elementary school, as we like the school very much and want our children to study in Cox Mill Elementary. The other key factor is the property value because of having Cox mill Elementary 
school.It is not right to lose the most important factors that we considered when moving to Winding Walk community.We kindly request you to NOT implement Option #3. 

Renee Sheehan Rshee@gmail.com Please leave our children at Winding Walk alone. The proposed option 3 seems rediculous to me and my neighbors. Option 1 or 2 make the best sense. Thank you. 

Claudia 
Moreno 

claudia@morenousa.com As a Winding Walk resident I am writing to dissuade the use of option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary.   As a long time resident one of our reasons we bought our home.  This neighborhood should continue to be zoned for Cox 
Mill due to its close proximity. 

Srinivasa 
Valaboju 

svalaboju@hotmail.com I have studied the Realignment documents and see the various options and notice that for elementary schools, either option 1 or Option 4 works out very well. Option 2 still is a decent one, but I wouldn&#39;t be voting for 
option 3, as it looks like the forced one. Thanks for the opportunity of the feedback. 

Pravin Rane pravincrane@yahoo.com Hi,I am Winding Walk resident and just learned about the rezoning proposal. I do not approve of option # propose in the document. We have bought our house in Winding Walk just because our kids can go to Cox Mill 
Elementary. 

Toni Murray trmnorm@yahoo.com I disapprove of option 3. 

Elizabeth 
Mazzoni 

eflo323@gmail.com To: The Realignment CommitteeFrom: Winding Walk residentsDate: July 16, 2018Subject: Rezoning   To Whom It May Concern: We, the residents of Winding Walk Subdivision, are writing in opposition to realignment 
option #3 which moves Winding Walk out of the Cox Mill School zone and are petitioning the committee to consider other alternatives that would keep our neighborhood in Cox Mill.  Our neighborhood has been an 
integral part of Cox Mill Elementary and our community plays a vital role in building up CMES and maintaining it to an A+ school. We have close ties and deep roots at that school. Families move to this neighborhood and 
pay high prices for their homes for the main purpose of attending that school. Our neighborhood should be grandfathered in and not rezoned at all. We all have invested our time, energy and money to be part of an A+ 
school and should not be moved to a B rated school, which is likely to become over crowded in a few years anyway with all the developments mushrooming around Odell currently.   Below is a list of reasons to why we 
should stay in the Cox Mill school district: 1- We all moved to Winding Walk specifically for our kids to attend Cox Mill Elementary. We invested in this neighborhood to attend an A+ school and our resale value is high 
because of that. Moving us to Odell will negatively impact our home values as well as the quality of education our kids are currently used to and get at Cox Mill Elementary.  We do not want to see our home values 
decrease. 2- We have contributed our time and resources to Cox Mill Elementary and have great relationships with the teachers, staff, and administration there. Parents in our neighborhood are also highly involved with 
the school either as teachers, PTO volunteers, volunteering and proctoring, etc. Our community has poured monetary donations and time into CMES because this is where we want our children to be. 3- Geographically and 
financially speaking, it is illogical to rezone Winding Walk to Odell Elementary. Buses will be crisscrossing paths to get to schools farther away. In addition, this will cause very heavy traffic on Harris Rd. 4- Winding Walk 
is an established neighborhood and no new homes are being built or will be built in the future, which means that our neighborhood will remain fairly static in terms of the number of kids attending elementary school at any 
given time. 5- We have deep roots at that school: families have been part of the Cox Mill community for over 12 years. 6- Cox Mill offers a diverse setting and a number of educational programs that are not offered at Odell. 
7- We all built our work/life schedules around Cox Mill's school hours and schedule. Changing that would deeply impact our lives. We all have built our work schedules, child care and activities around the CMES hours. 
8- Moving kids away from friends and activities they have made at Cox Mill Elementary makes no sense. Our kids have their friends in Christenbury, Highland Creek and Skybrook and they participate in activities and 
clubs with families in those neighborhoods. The change will tear those relationships apart and be hard on our kids.  Alternatives to rezoning Winding Walk: If we are reading the document correctly, it seems like all 4 
options will net almost the same enrollment numbers in the 2019 school year. Although option #3 would move more current students from Winding Walk to Odell, they would add more students to Cox Mill due to the 
new Skybrook apartments and Lantana subdivision. It really doesn't make sense to impact 200+ current students vs. 200 + in the new developments. A more logical alternative would be to move Skybrook Apartments, 
Lantana and Edison Square to Odell. Those new neighborhoods which are not fully developed yet and have no ties, roots or history in Cox Mill should be rezoned to Odell. This makes more sense than uprooting our kids, 
breaking a neighborhood up and moving them from an environment they are used to and feel safe in. It also is more justifiable to rezone those new developments that have no history/links to CMES and have not been 
there from the beginning to build and support CMES as our community has done over the years.  Another option will be to rezone the remainder of the neighborhoods on Poplar Tent to Odell (same as what happened to 
Cannon Crossings). Any new/future  developments on Poplar Tent should also be zoned to Odell. Keeping Eastfield/Harris Road as a zone boundary would be another option as well. Instead of cutting into existing and 
established neighborhoods, group neighborhoods as a whole in line with existing roads.  Thank you for your work and consideration.  Sincerely, Winding Walk Residents. 

Mike Mazzoni mike.mazzoni@oneameri
ca.com 

To: The Realignment CommitteeFrom: Winding Walk residentsDate: July 16, 2018Subject: Rezoning   To Whom It May Concern: We, the residents of Winding Walk Subdivision, are writing in opposition to realignment 
option #3 which moves Winding Walk out of the Cox Mill School zone and are petitioning the committee to consider other alternatives that would keep our neighborhood in Cox Mill.  Our neighborhood has been an 
integral part of Cox Mill Elementary and our community plays a vital role in building up CMES and maintaining it to an A+ school. We have close ties and deep roots at that school. Families move to this neighborhood and 
pay high prices for their homes for the main purpose of attending that school. Our neighborhood should be grandfathered in and not rezoned at all. We all have invested our time, energy and money to be part of an A+ 
school and should not be moved to a B rated school, which is likely to become over crowded in a few years anyway with all the developments mushrooming around Odell currently.   Below is a list of reasons to why we 
should stay in the Cox Mill school district: 1- We all moved to Winding Walk specifically for our kids to attend Cox Mill Elementary. We invested in this neighborhood to attend an A+ school and our resale value is high 
because of that. Moving us to Odell will negatively impact our home values as well as the quality of education our kids are currently used to and get at Cox Mill Elementary.  We do not want to see our home values 
decrease. 2- We have contributed our time and resources to Cox Mill Elementary and have great relationships with the teachers, staff, and administration there. Parents in our neighborhood are also highly involved with 
the school either as teachers, PTO volunteers, volunteering and proctoring, etc. Our community has poured monetary donations and time into CMES because this is where we want our children to be. 3- Geographically and 
financially speaking, it is illogical to rezone Winding Walk to Odell Elementary. Buses will be crisscrossing paths to get to schools farther away. In addition, this will cause very heavy traffic on Harris Rd. 4-    Winding 
Walk is an established neighborhood and no new homes are being built or will be built in the future, which means that our neighborhood will remain fairly static in terms of the number of kids attending elementary school 
at any given time. 5-    We have deep roots at that school: families have been part of the Cox Mill community for over 12 years. 6-    Cox Mill offers a diverse setting and a number of educational programs that are not 
offered at Odell. 7-    We all built our work/life schedules around Cox Mill's school hours and schedule. Changing that would deeply impact our lives. We all have built our work                 schedules, child care and activities 
around the CMES hours. 8-    Moving kids away from friends and activities they have made at Cox Mill Elementary makes no sense. Our kids have their friends in Christenbury, Highland Creek and Skybrook and they 
participate in activities and clubs with families in those neighborhoods. The change will tear those relationships apart and be hard on our kids.  Alternatives to rezoning Winding Walk: If we are reading the document 
correctly, it seems like all 4 options will net almost the same enrollment numbers in the 2019 school year. Although option #3 would move more current students from Winding Walk to Odell, they would add more 
students to Cox Mill due to the new Skybrook apartments and Lantana subdivision. It really doesn't make sense to impact 200+ current students vs. 200 + in the new developments. A more logical alternative would be to 
move Skybrook Apartments, Lantana and Edison Square to Odell. Those new neighborhoods which are not fully developed yet and have no ties, roots or history in Cox Mill should be rezoned to Odell. This makes more 
sense than uprooting our kids and moving them from an environment they are used to and feel safe in. It also is more justifiable to rezone those new developments that have no history/links to CMES and have not been 
there from the beginning to build and support CMES as our community has done over the years.  Another option will be to rezone the remainder of the neighborhoods on Poplar Tent to Odell (same as what happened to 
Cannon Crossings). Any new/future  developments on Poplar Tent should also be zoned to Odell.  Thank you for your work and consideration.  Sincerely, Winding Walk Residents. 
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Karen Munyer kmunyer@att.net I, as a resident of Winding Walk Subdivision, am writing in opposition to realignment option #3 which moves Winding Walk out of the Cox Mill School. I petition the committee to consider other alternatives that would 
keep our neighborhood in Cox Mill. Below is a list of reasons to why we should stay in the Cox Mill school district: We moved to Winding Walk specifically for our kids to attend Cox Mill Elementary. We invested in this 
neighborhood to attend an A+ school. We have contributed our time and resources to Cox Mill Elementary and have great relationships with the teachers, staff, and administration there. Parents in our neighborhood are 
also highly involved with the school either as teachers, PTO volunteers, volunteering and proctoring, etc.  Our community has poured monetary donations and time into CMES because this is where we want our children 
to be. Looking at the maps, it doesn't make any sense to rezone Winding Walk to Odell Elementary. Cox Mill offers a diverse setting and a number of educational programs that are not offered at Odell. Moving kids away 
from friends and activities they have made at Cox Mill Elementary makes no sense. Our kids have their friends in Christenbury, Highland Creek and Skybrook and they participate in activities and clubs with families in 
those neighborhoods.  Changing that now will definitely have an impact on our kids.We invested in this neighborhood to attend an A+ school and our resale value is high because of that. Moving us to Odell will negatively 
impact our home values.As an alternatives to rezoning Winding Walk, we suggest move Skybrook Apartments, Lantana and Edison Square to Odell.  Those new neighborhoods which are not fully developed yet and have 
no ties, roots or history in Cox Mill should be rezoned to Odell.  It really doesn't make sense to impact 200+ current students vs. 200 new studentsThank you for your work and consideration. 

Angela Kertzie akertzie@gmail.com Highly disapproving option #3. 

Robert Munyer munyerr@bellsouth.net I, as a resident of Winding Walk Subdivision, am writing in opposition to realignment option #3 which moves Winding Walk out of the Cox Mill School. I petition the committee to consider other alternatives that would 
keep our neighborhood in Cox Mill. Looking at the maps, it doesn't make any sense to rezone Winding Walk to Odell Elementary. Cox Mill offers a diverse setting and a number of educational programs that are not offered 
at Odell. Moving kids away from friends and activities they have made at Cox Mill Elementary makes no sense. Our kids have their friends in Christenbury, Highland Creek and Skybrook and they participate in activities 
and clubs with families in those neighborhoods.  Changing that now will definitely have an impact on our kids.We invested in this neighborhood to attend an A+ school and our resale value is high because of that. Moving 
us to Odell will negatively impact our home values.As an alternatives to rezoning Winding Walk, we suggest move Skybrook Apartments, Lantana and Edison Square to Odell.  Those new neighborhoods which are not 
fully developed yet and have no ties, roots or history in Cox Mill should be rezoned to Odell.  It really doesn't make sense to impact 200+ current students vs. 200 new students 

Jennifer 
Lazarus 

jenlaz11@yahoo.com Hello, we live in the Woodlands off of Weddington Rd.  We are really excited about the new high school but just noticed the draft plans still have us going to Robinson.  I&#39;m sure they are not finalized yet, but would 
like to see that altered so it includes us going to West Cabarrus.   Thank you! 

Chad Fuhrman mrchadf@gmail.com I am a resident of Cabarrus county and want to voice my disapproval of Option #3 as a viable option.  In reading through the report, there is no advantage to Option #3 in solving the challenges capacity.  What is clear is 
that Option #3 is an attempt to selectively carve up the area based on personal agendas and not what is most beneficial to the community as a whole.  I am strongly opposed to Option #3.  Thank you for taking the time to 
hear my concerns as a Cabarrus county tax payer.Kind Regards, Chad Fuhrman 

Douglas 
Cremer 

Dcremer1@yahoo.com I would like to write to you In reference to the proposed RE zoning of Winding Walk out of Cox Mill Elementary.  We saved and worked very hard  to afford a home in Winding Walk as it was being built.  The main reason 
was to send our young children to Cox Mill Elementary.  We are very familiar with Cabarrus County Schools and this was an easy choice for us.  We have three children at CMES right now and could not imagine it any 
other way.  We have invested in this school, developed relationships, and made CMES part of our lives.  After reading the proposed plans, a logical solution would,be to grandfather Winding Walk and shift future built 
neighborhoods and or apartments to Odell as necessary.  This would not uproot existing families and would not affect our home values.  Thank you for your consideration on this matter.  Sincerely Doug Cremer, Winding 
Walk resident since 2010. 

Nicole 
Schlemmer 

nikkischlem@gmail.com I think it is important that school zones be &quot;geographic&quot; in order to maintain a sense of community. If rezoning needs to occur, then location should be what is considered before other factors. 

sanjeev saxena sansaxin@yahoo.com Hi , I am opting for below two options.Option 1:   Elementary: Harrisburg    Middle: Hickory Ridge   High School: Hickory Ridge Option 2:   Elementary: Harrisburg    Middle: Hickory Ridge   High School: Hickory Ridge 
ThanksSanjeev 

Scott Forrester Scott.j.forrester@gmail.co
m 

I oppose Option 3.  As a community, we have put financial resources and personal time into making Cox Mill Elementary an A rated school. The Winding Walk community should stay in the CMES school district so that 
our children are receiving the benefits of our time and money. Thanks for your consideration. 

Eileen Orihuela Eiluvcoffee@yahoo.com I believe that the proposed rezoning will have a negative impact on our children, our home values, traffic and our sense of community. I can't understand how displacing 200+ current students to accommodate the same 
number of students who do not yet attend the school is beneficial to anyone. We purchased our home because of the desire to be part of Cox Mill elementary. We have invested time, money, and other resources to set roots 
for our children. To strip them of all we have done would be shameful. 

Felix Orihuela Fdakat@aol.com I am in complete disagreement with the re-zoning proposals. I purchased my home specifically for the school zone. I pay my taxes, maintain my property which helps to maintain and increase property values. Changes in 
traffic will cause delays and disruption. The City has agreed to allow building of hundreds upon hundreds of new homes in the same school district zone without a concrete plan to accommodate the students or the 
substantial increase in traffic. 

Yonca Ozbelli yozbelli@gmail.com I strongly disagree with this proposal of rezoning. 

Ashok 
Kaliaperumal 

ks.ashok@gmail.com Hi,We bought the house in winding walk for the sole reason that we would be within Cox mill school zone. The option 1 and 2 geographically makes more (and common) sense to consider rezoning for elementary school. 
Please consider this as strong opposition for option 3 which is forced into WW community!! 

Padma 
Nagarajan 

n.padma@gmail.com Hi,I strongly oppose removing Winding walk community from the cox mill elementary school zone. My sons have been going to Cox mill elementary for the past 4 years and it would be pain to move to some other school. 
Also geographically it makes more sense to have winding walk in cox mill zone than Skybrook community. Thanks for your understanding!! 

Kevin Griffin Kevingriffin77@yahoo.co
m 

To whom it may concern, I am writing to express my opposition to Option 3, the rezoning of Winding Walk subdivision. We purchased our home in Winding Walk for the outstanding schools. Our oldest daughter 
attended Cox Mill from Kindergarten to 5th grade. We love everything about Cox Mill and have not moved because we look forward to our youngest daughter attending  Cox Mill next school year. Please vote NO to 
option 3. 

Rajesh singh Rkkhanna74@hotmail.co
m 

Cox mill elementary school should stay 100% in zone for winding walk at this is logical 

Amanda Wade Mwade767@gmail.com Hello- I am greatly opposed to moving Winding Walk out of the Cox Mill Elementary School District!  First of all looking at the map it looks a little crazy to chop out a middle section of the map and letting a newly 
constructed apartment complex, new townhomes and townhomes and Lantana neighborhood which just began construction stay in our district. We have lived in Winding Walk 10 years and moved here specifically for 
Cox Mill. I have personally invested hundreds of volunteer hours as well  as hundreds of dollars in this school. My Winding Walk neighbors are made up of many teachers who teach at CMES, assistant teachers, PTO 
members and parent volunteers- it makes no sense to take these folks who have invested so much away! Thanks for your consideration! 

Jillian Elliott jillianr.elliott@gmail.com I feel strongly that Winding Walk should not be rezoned out of Cox Mill and causing such change to so many kids and households.  It also impacts our home values and resale opportunities by changing us out of Cox Mill. 
Finally, it would cost more money to the school system by transportation and busing costs by moving the kids to a school that is farther away. 
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Gina Hofert gghofert@gmail.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Brian Hofert bwhofert@mac.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Emily West emily.west8@yahoo.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Chris West chriswest1980@yahoo.co
m 

RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Ashley Harris ashley.harris@cabarrus.k
12.nc.us 

RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Dave Harris dharris@cmpd.org RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Angela Beirne ambeirne@gmail.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Rob Beirne rbeirne@gmail.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Shawn Poole rpoole17@carolina.rr.co
m 

RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Brian Edwards ebrian1011@AT&T.net RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Trish Edwards thermanns@hotmail.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Tim Bolton skibum775@gmail.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Jessica Warner jessicalgonzalez4@gmail.
com 

RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Daniel 
Gonzalez 

tulicita10001@hotmail.co
m 

RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

John Gonzalez jackeltico@yahoo.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Tera Leach teraleach@aol.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Ann Gonzalez abgonzal@uncc.edu RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Carolina 
Wickman 

ninago@hotmail.com RE: SKYBROOK REMAINING AT CMESThank you for taking the time to receive our feedback.I ask that you please consider a plan that keeps Skybrook Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83. In a letter submitted to the committee by Skybrook residents in July 2018, reasons to rezone 10, 68, 76, and 83 instead of Skybrook include geographical access points for busing, feeder 
school structure and its longterm impact on current students, and growth projections of new neighborhoods versus stability of Skybrook. 

Robin Senter robin@senterandcompan
y.com 

Please keep the Cox Mill families of Skybrook at Cox Mill.  We have invested in CMES since the very beginning. Our neighborhood is already divided between Charlotte-Meck Schools and Cabarrus County Schools and 
keeping us at CMES eliminates further division, especially since 1/5 of our community that attends CMES is part of the Mandarin program. 
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Tejaswi 
Belavadi 

belvadi@yahoo.com Cabarrus County is proposing to re-zone parts of Winding Walk neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary to Odell Elementary. I would like to encourage the county to re-zone undeveloped neighborhoods which do not 
yet have a vested interest in Cox Mill. Re-zoning would have a negative impact on our children, our home values and our investments in both our neighborhood and our beloved school. I strongly oppose the proposed 
changes and request the county to consider rezoning the under-developed neighborhoods. 

Madhavi P 
Argade 

august_opal@hotmail.co
m 

Our community, Winding Walk should not be rezoned from Cox Mill Elementary. 

German 
Ricardo Molina 
Calvo 

german.molina@idalionc
apital.com 

It is disturbing to hear that there may be plans to rezone the area in a way that parts of Winding Walk would be reassigned to Odell instead of Cox Mill. Like others in this neighborhood, we recently purchased our home 
under the assumption that it would remain within the Cox Mill area for our children. As we move this summer to this area, we would like to show our opposition to this proposal. We hope it is reconsidered &amp; 
amended to affect Winding Walk parents and children as little as possible, keeping all Winding Walk children under the Cox Mill umbrella. 

Christie 
Carlson 

christiecarlson@carolina.
rr.com 

I disapprove of elementary rezoning option #3.  I would like to encourage the county to re-zone undeveloped neighborhoods which do not yet have a vested interest in Cox Mill.  Re-zoning Winding Walk would have a 
negative impact on our children, our home values and our investments in both our neighborhood and our school. 

Jayne Barto jaynebarto5761@gmail.co
m 

I hope Skybrook can stay in Cox Mill Elementary school district. 

Michelle 
Mendoza 

mmendozaarnp@gmail.c
om 

We moved from Miami, FL a year and a half ago and choose Winding Walk neighborhood based on the fact of our kids would  attend Cox-Mill Elementary. It has been a wonderful experience and our kids have grown and 
learned so much in such a short time. I do not think it would be fair to up root my children, or any of WW&#39;s children and move them to a new school. I would recommend that you choose to move the new community 
of Allen Mills and have those students attend Odell. I would also suggest that you allocate funds (taxing new community developers) to help build a new building at Cox-Mill to then allow all those students to attend. It is 
not right, nor was it good planning, to have to result to anyone having to fight for their kids. 

Michael Lyles malyles@outlook.com Please do not rezome the winding walk community. 

Feng Yu haotiancm@yahoo.com Dear Board Councilmembers,After carefully reviewing the school rezoning map and option, I would like to voice my concern about it. I am opposed to Option #3 which will move our Community-Winding Walk- from 
Cox Mill Elementary School District to Odell Elementary School District. I also believe all the residents in Winding Walk will think option 3 is not acceptable in light of the history and relationship between Cox Mille 
Elementary and Winding Walk and the resident. Option 3 will impact children's academic and health, as well as the life of parents, who need to work with the kids to deal with this change but also may leave the county for 
new schools.   It would be grateful to the Winding Walk Community if you disapprove option 3. 

Stephanie 
Peluso 

dpeluso@carolina.rr.com I am writing to you today to address the idea of re-zoning our neighborhood, Winding Walk, out of Cox Mill Elementary to Odell Elementary.  As a teacher at Cox Mill I have found it to be very rewarding to share the 
neighborhood with my students and parents in the community.  My three children have attended Cox Mill High School and have found it to be a very good transition from Cox Mill Elementary to Harris Road and then on 
to Cox Mill High.  One of the things that influenced our decision to purchase a home in Winding Walk was that the entire school was in one county and not split.  We also were influenced by the great reputation that CMES 
had at the time.  I know many of our parents in Winding Walk have supported CMES in many positive ways.  It just makes sense to keep our community at Cox Mill and zone the newer surrounding communities to Odell 
Elementary as they do not have strong ties to Cox Mill Elementary.  Please take these thoughts into consideration as you make future decisions about rezoning for elementary schools. 

Jennifer 
Esishans 

jen.elsishans@gmail.com As a Winding Walk homeowner, I am opposed to Option 3. My husband and I moved to this neighborhood 2.5 years prior to having children because of Cox Mill Elementary. It has had a fabulous reputation for years, and 
my daughter has been receiving a wonderful education there the past two years. I do not want to see my home value decrease by switching students in my neighborhood to a lower ranked school. Please keep Winding 
Walk at Cox Mill Elementary. 

Jessica Romero jessielromero@gmail.co
m 

I live on Elrond Dr. in Highland Creek; my daughter is a rising first grader at Cox Mill and my son will start kindergarten in the 2019-20 school year. I am very concerned about all the realignment options, but particularly 
#3, which would carve out just a few streets of Highland Creek for Odell, as well as half of Winding Walk. My daughter had a lot of anxiety about starting school, but she is finally comfortable and thriving at Cox Mill, and 
I am very worried about the emotional and academic effects if she has to switch schools two more times during her elementary career--especially since none of her friends would be moving with her. In addition, my son 
would no longer be starting kindergarten with any of the friends he has made in our neighborhood, and he and his sister would only be at the same school for one year. I can&#39;t see how it makes sense to slice out one 
tiny section of a neighborhood for a different school. And beyond my personal concerns, related to all of the options, I can&#39;t see how it makes sense to displace and disrupt established communities, with long-standing 
ties to each other and to the school, for the sake of neighborhoods that aren&#39;t even completed, and in some cases exist only on paper. I urge you to maintain the existing Cox Mill ES community, or at the very least, to 
keep Elrond, Elendil, and Rivendell with our neighbors in Highland Creek. Thank you. 

Yang Yang yang_yang_98@yahoo.co
m 

Disapprove Option #3 of Cox Mill elementary school rezoning 

Jing Zhou jingzhou_99@hotmail.co
m 

I live in Winding Walk. My son is going to attending the elementary school soon. We are very concerned about the rezoning of the Cox Mill Elementary. We want to express our  disapproval of Option #3. 

Lindsey Riley ellerileyphoto@gmail.co
m 

After reviewing the options for the realignment  study I am deeply concerned you would potentially take my subdivision Dominon Hills of Highland Creek out of Cox Mill district and rezone them to Odell. It makes no 
sense to leave every other section of our neighborhood to cox mill and take us out while allowing winding walk to still attend. Please leave us in the district and consider options 1 , 2 and 4 which make much more sense 
than singling out our little section.  My children have all gone to cox mill and we bought on this side and avoided Skybrook as we were told 5 years ago it would most likely be rezoned Odell which makes better sense 
especially with the apartments just built. I will be attending the meeting along with many others on our street. Thank you 

Jason Riley jrile016@gmail.com To whom it may concern,Today, I received news that my neighborhood Dominion Hill in Highland Creek is at risk of being rezoned (ES Option 3 Draft) from Cox Mill Elementary School to W R Odell Elementary School 
and I am deeply concerned about this change. My wife and I specifically sought out our neighborhood and chose our house in the Cox Mill district because we have three children and have seen them thrive and want them 
to remain part of the Cox Mill Elementary School family. I ask that you please consider the ES Options 1, 2, or 4 instead due to there being several new neighborhood developments in these areas and those should be 
changed before disrupting our established communities. These options seem to be a much better than cutting into our neighborhood and allowing all the streets around ours to still remain in the Cox Mill district.Thank you 
for your consideration,Jason Riley 

Audrey Irizarry afirizarry05@yahoo.com I'm voicing my opinion because I'm very concerned over proposed rezoning redistrict for dominion Hills Highland Creek.. Our decision to move the Highland Creek many years ago when Highland creek  was proposed 
and still in its construction phase was because of the school district. Now with all these newer homes and new subdivisions coming into play we are being forced to be rezoned. Idon't see how that would be fair for the 
residents and families like myself in Highland Creek. I fully understand the need for these new subdivision to have  a school for the children to attend. However in doing so and re-zoning Dominion Hills this is also 
lowering our property value and that's not fair to us.  Forcing our children into a different school district should not be the option. Loring our property values should not be the option. I would like to see other options on 
the table other ways of redistricting perhaps some of the newer subdivision . 
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Joy Bronkhorst joypoelma@gmail.com It is my hope that the Dominion Hills portion of Highland Creek (and all of HC that is currently part of Cox Mill Elementary School) will continue to be routed to Cox Mill Elementary School.  We purposely chose to send 
our daughter (and soon our son too), to our neighborhood school instead of a charter school, because we believe in the importance of community.  We want the people our kids meet at the pool, at HC events, and at parks 
in our neighborhood to be the same people they see at school.  Our neighborhood is already split between Highland Creek Elementary and Cox Mill (as well as numerous charter schools, private schools, etc.). Although I 
don&#39;t have any significant objections to Odell, I do believe that if our section of Highland Creek is routed to there (or to any other school), it will negatively impact our ability to feel part of the Highland Creek 
community.  Like many others, we bought our house knowing that Cox Mill was our specific school of choice.   I hope that new neighborhoods (Lantana, Edison Square townhomes, Skybrook Apartments, etc.) are routed 
elsewhere instead of existing homes.  At a minimum, I hope that current families will be grandfathered into Cox Mill.  I also wonder if there&#39;s been any consideration of moving the Mandarin program to a less 
crowded school.  It seems like a specialty program such as the Mandarin Program, would do well in any building, and could free up a lot of space at Cox Mill for neighborhood students who want to participate in the 
standard curriculum.  Thank you for taking these thoughts into consideration. 

Arthur Igras igras74@hotmail.com Options ES 3 and ES 4 should not be adopted. ES 3 splits the Highlands Creek community and would negatively impact children in the community not going to the same schools (think of community events, attendance at 
swimming pools, intracommunity relationships). A community should not be split. Meanwhile, the proximity of Skybrook to Odell and being farther away from Cox Mill does not make logistic sense. ES 4 similarly splits a 
community having common amenities and events (Christenbury Hall and Glen are separated from the remainder of Christenbury on the corner of Cox Mill and Christenbury Parkway). Also, the logistics of having that 
portion of Christenbury being transported to Odell (about 6 miles away) vs Cox Mill which is less than a mile away. Given the current construction in progress on Cox Mill (which Cropper may not have taken into 
account), namely Granary Oaks and Allen Mills (very big community!), ES 1 is the best option for overall logistics for Cox Mill Elementary.Thank you for your time! 

Chris Westveer Cwestv01@gmail.com Dominion hills neighborhood should stay at cox mill elementary. Moving them to Odell will separate friends and relationships 

Paul West paul@aplaceforstuff.com Logical argument against Option 3:Looking at the options available Option 3 seems the least viable. Not only does it split the Elementary school district in half, but it also doesn&#39;t save the most enrollment space. Not to 
mention Option 1, 2 or 4 would be much easier logistically speaking from a school bus route stand point.Personal argument against Option3:Option 3 would be a catastrophe for my family. We moved to Highland Creek 
(Dominion Hills) specifically because it was well within the Cox Mill Elementary catchment area.We turned down a number of Charter school awarded lottery spots because Cox Mill was such a good school. The likelihood 
of winning those lottery spots again is next to zero.We also have Family and Friends in the Cox Mill catchment that would be unaffected by Option 3 and therefore our kids would be split from family members they would 
otherwise get to go to school with. We would rather not sell our dream home so our kids can once again go to Cox Mill Elementary. Please do not choose Option 3. 

Brynn Means blinky613@gmail.com I feel that transportation costs would be lower by pushing Skybrook out. The zone lines should be Harris and Poplar Tent. Highland Creek and Winding Walk are neighborhoods that surround Cox Mill Elementary. It 
would not make sense to have buses going around the close neighborhoods to then cross Harris to pick up students from Skybrook. 

Kevin 
Henderson 

kevhender@gmail.com I would strongly encourage dismissing ES Option 4. This splits up the Christenbury neighborhood between Cox Mill and Odell, leaving this houses closest to Cox Mill ES (i.e., less than 1 mile) going all the way past Cox 
Mill ES on their way to Odell ES (5 miles away). The Christenbury neighborhood is a small and tight knit community, and all part of the neighborhood should remain in the same ES district. 

Brianne 
Doerger 

bmhetz2@yahoo.com We live in the Dominion Hills section of Highland Creek and we are being considered for realignment from Cox Mill Elementary School to Odell Elementary School. Although I am aware that Odell Elementary School is a 
good school, we have two children who participate in the Mandarin Immersion Program at Cox Mill Elementary School. It would be difficult for our family to find transportation to Cox Mill Elementary School and 
participation in the Mandarin Immersion Program is important to us, so realignment would not work for our family. 

Michelle Jones mjones0407@gmail.com I feel that Cabarrus County Schools should follow the procedure being used by other school districts which is to require builders and developers to pay impact fees for new construction.  The impact fees are then used to 
pay for new schools and meet other education needs for the extra students.  York County Schools did this with the Fort Mill School district.  Make the growth pay for the growth.  New schools can be built faster to 
accommodate the increase in the number of students.  Dicing up current school attendance zones makes no sense as all schools are at or over capacity already. 

Sudhir 
Kerodian 

sudhir_kero@yahoo.com Hello,  I am not happy with Zoning Draft of Elementary school Option 4. We live in Christenbury Community and Cox mill Elementary is very near to our house, but in option 4 our community is assigned to a Elementary 
school which is very far. I think it not fair to include communities which are new and far from Cox Mill Elementary (distance wise) and  exclude Christenbury Community ( which is so near to the school) in this plan.   I 
would appreciate if you would NOT consider option 4 or make appropriate adjustments to the option 4 draft, so that zoning is done based on the distance.ThanksSudhir Kerodian 

TERRI TEETER tteeter@essendant.com where is the meeting on Aug 28th? 

Victoria Rourk brourk@gmail.com I am not in favor of the 'option 3' zoning plan recently proposed. This option would separate a very tight knit community. I specifically bought in this area due to cox mill school system and desire for my children to grow 
up in a neighborhood. This option tears apart bonds we have built as a foundation for a stable environment for which to raise the next generation. I hope you will consider this when making your decision. 

Brian rourk brourk50@gmail.com I am against the newly proposed option 3 zoning plan. I don't believe this the best option for our community or the county as a whole. 

Alma Jackson Almajax15@gmail.com 'I respectfully ask that you give FULL consideration to allowing Skybrook to remain within the Cox Mill ES boundaries. The children and parents of Skybrook were some of the pillars that allowed the school to stand now 
as on of the top performing schools in the area. Please do not desert those who help build the very foundation of success.' 
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